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Historical. 

The first systematie subdivision of the Coccidsae was ettempt- 

ed by Signoret in 1868. He divided the group into four subfamil- 

ies; the Diaspidae, Brachyscelidae, Lecanidae, and the Coccidse. 

During the same year Targioni-Tozzetti published his work, the 

‘Stidii Sulle Coecciniglie", in this publication four subfamilies 

are also described, however, the work of this writer differs from 

that of Signoret‘s in that he has divided the family into the 

Ortheziniae, Coeceinae, Lecaninae, and the Diaspinae,. 

“Little was done towards arranging tables for the classifica- 

tion of the family after this time until Maskell published in 

the " Transactions of the New Zealand Institute", Vol. 28, 1895, 

the results of his study of the family. In this work he divides 

the Coccidae into the following subfamilies: the Diaspidiniee, 

Lecaninae, Hemicoccinae, Acanthococcinae, Dactylopinae, 

Idiococcinae, Monophlebinae, and Brachyscelinae. 

In August, 1896, Professor T. D. A. Cockerell published a 

eheck list of the Coccidae, in the Bulletin of the Illinois State 

Laboratory of Natural History, Vol. 6. In this work he divides 

the family into ten subfamilies; the Monophlebinae, Porphyrophinae 

Coccinae, Hemicoccinae, Ortheziinae, Asterolecaniinae, 

Brachyscelinae, Idiococciinae, Lecaniinae, and Diaspinae. Three 

years later the same author published in the Canadian intomologist 

Vol. 31, " Tables for the Determination of the Genera of the 

Coccidae". In the later work this writer has included his former 

subfamilies Hemicoceinse, Idiococcinae, and Asterolecaniinae in 

the Coccinae; the Brachyscelinae are included in the Tacharéiinae, 
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__THE COCCIDAE OF ILLINOIS. 

_1, INTRODUCTION. 

scale insects, mealy bugs. and bark lice, as they are com- 

monly called, belong to the family Coccidae of the order Hemipterse, 

This order includes three suborders; the Heteroptera or true 

bugs; the Parasitica or lice; and the Homoptera or plant lice, 

leaf-hoppers, and scale-bugs. This latter suborder contains 

forms that show a very wide departure from the true homopterous 

type; the Coccidae are perhaps the most highly specialized 

family of the suborder. The Hemiptera have an incomplete meta- 

morphosis, that is, efter leaving the egg they do not undergo 

@ complete change of form. Yet one finds in the Coccidse a very 

wide divergence from this type of transformation. In fact, 

entomologists are not agreed upon the type of metamorphosis of 

the male coccid. About ten per. cent of the writers of this 

subject say that the male coccid has a complete metamorphosis, 

or undergoes a complete change of form after hatching; while on 

the other hand, the remaining students of the family contend that 

the transformation is incomplete and that the males have an in- 

complete metamorphosis. Since there is a complete change in 

the body form of the insect and since the wings are developed 

from wing-pads, one might have reasons for thinking that the 

metamorphosis is complete. The eyes of the adult male coccid 

also show a distinct change of form from the nymphal eyes; this 

Gharacteristic might also be taken by some students of this family 

as being an indication of complete metamorphosis. 

However,there are exceptions to these types in other species 

of the family, and one would have reasons equally as good for 
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saying that the transformation is incomplete. Whether scientists 

wish to accept the incomplete type of metamorphosis for the group | 

as-a whole and consider those forms which have an apparent com- 

plete transformation as more highly specialized, or vice-versa, 

~" not the purpose of this study. But for the sake of clearness 

we shall in this paper consider the metamorphosis of both male 

and female of this family as being incomplete. 

Before going further into this study, let us take a brief 

resume of the suborder Homoptera. The suborder includes insects 

that have a somewhat triangular head and a rostrum which arises 

from the hinder part of the lower surface. The RORSHE DEES Ss are 

formed for piercing and sucking, and are attached adjacent, veg 

first pair of legs. They usually appear as a slender pointed 

rostrum arising at the base of a shorter pointed upper lip or 

labrum. This rostrum consists of a fleshy, jointed sheath which 

encloses four bristles. Two of the bristles represent the man- 

dibles and two the maxillae. The rostrum proper is formed by a 

modification of the lower lip or labium. The antennae are awl 

shaped and consist of only a few segments, the eyes are usually 

compound, and ocelli are frequently present. There is usually a 

distinet constriction between the head and the thorax: The 

thorax bears five pairs of appendages; three pairs of legs which 

have tarsi consisting of three segments, two pairs of wings which 

are usually membranous. The name of the suborder is derived from 

two Greek words: homos, same; pteron, a wing. That is the wings 

are of the same thickness throughout. 
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Families of The Homoptera. 

The Homoptera is usually divided into nine families as 

follows: 

Cicadidae.- Insects with three ocelli, and the males usually 

possessing musical organs. Zhe members of this family are usually 

large and possess wings that are entirely membranous. 

Fulgoridae.- Insects in which only two ocelli are present, 

the males are without musical organs, and the antennae are inserted| 

on the sides of the cheeks and below the eyes. This family con- 

tains the lantern flies. 

Cercopidae.- The members of this family have two ocelli, 

the males are without musical organs, and the antennae are inserted 

in front of and between the eyes. The prothorax is not prolonged 

above the abdomen. ‘The hind tibia is armed with one or two stout 

teeth and the tip is crowned with short spines. This family in- 

Cludes the spittle-insects or frog-hoppers. 

Jassidae.- In this family the members also heve two ocelli 

present, the males are without musical organs, and the antennae are 

inserted in front of and between the eyes. The prothorax is not 

prolonged above the abdomen. ‘The hind tibiae have a row of spines 

below, but are without teeth. These insects always have a rather 

Slender body. The family includes the leaf-hoppers. 

Membracidae.- The ocelli in this family may or may not be 

present, but when present are always two in number, the males are 

without musical organs, and the antennae are inserted in front of 

and between the eyes. Yhe prothorax is prolonged into a point or 

horn above the abdomen. The family includes the tree-hoppers. 
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Psyllidae.- The psyllids usually have three ocelli present, 

the compound eyes are prominent and globular. The antennae are 

present, they are usually very prominent and thread-like and con- 

sist of nine or ten segments. The rostrum arises between the 

prothoracic legs, and is borne on the ventral surface of a some- 

what triangular-shaped head. These insects have three pairs of 

legs, the tarsi of which have two segments. The metathoracic 

legs are fitted for jumping. The psyllids have two pairs of 

rather delicate and transparent wings. The members of this family) 

are commonly known as jumping plant-lice, and resemble a very | 

small cicada. 

Aphididae.- The members of this family usually possess 

three ocelli, end compound eyes which are prominent and globular. 

The antennae sre attached on the front of the head and consist of 

from three to seven segments. The rostrum arises between the 

first pair of legs, it varies greatly in length, but is always 

composed of three segments. The wings may or may not be present, 

but when present always eonsist of two pairs and are very delicate 

transparent, and contain a few simple veins. The first pair of 

wings is always larger than the second pair; the two wings of 

each side are usually connected by a compound hook which is 4 

part of the hind wing and fits into a pocket on the caudal margin 

of the fore wing. The legs are long and slender and are not 

fitted for jumping. The tarsi consist of two or three segments. 

On the dorsal surface of the sixth abdominal segment, in many 

Species, there is a pair of tubes through which-a wax-like 
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material is excreted. These tubes may be entirely absent in 

some genera, while in others they may be very highly specialized, 

The members of this family are commonly known as aphids or plant- 

lice. These insects are quite well known and may be found on 

nearly all kinds of vegetation in all parts of the country. 

Perhaps the most common form we are acquainted with is the green 

aphid. These are minute, soft, green bodied insects having long 

legs and antennae. As a rule, these aphids mey be found in 

abundance on nearly all of our house and field plants. Among 

our common species are found both winged and winglese ;forms: 

Aphids excrete a substance commonly known as honey-dew. This 

substance is excreted from the posterior end of the alimentary 

canal. Where plant-lice are numerous the honey-dew is sometimes | 

produced in such great quantities that it forms a glistening 

coat on the leaves and branches of the host plant. Honey-dew 

is eaten by ants, bees, and wasps; hence one generally finds 

great numbers of ants near an aphid colony. In addition to the 

honey-dew some species of aphids secrete ae waxy substance 

whieh is usually scattered over the body; in some genera, how- 

ever, this powder may be collected so that it forms large 

floeeulent and downy masses. 

Most plant-lice exhibit a very remarkeble mode of develop- 

ment, and the species vary widely in the details of their trans- 

formations, however, the following generalizations may be made, 

There are several distinct forms in each species, each one 

of these forms plays a peculiar part in the life history. If 

one should examine a colony of plant-lice during the summer 
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months, there would usually be found a very large number of 

wingless individuals, these are the female aphids, which reproduce 

without the intervention of the males. Entomologists call this 

stage of the insect the wingless Pate form. Upon a study of 

‘these forms it will be found that in many eases the females give 

birth to living young, instead of laying eggs. Since this is 

true, the process of reproduction becomes so rapid that it would 

be disasterous to the life of the colony; for the host plant 

would be destroyed and the individuals starve if another form of 

the species did not arise. But at various intervals young are 

produced which are winged, thereby providing for the spread of 

the species. This winged form consists of females, and is known 

as the winged agamic form. These migrate to a new locality and 

in turn produce eeaclea of the wingless agamic form, hence, we 

have a new colony of aphids formed. When the supply of food be- 

comes low or cold weather sets in, there is produced a generation | 

of males and females known as the sexual forms. The males may or| 

may not be winged but the females are never winged. These sexual | 

forms pair and the female produces one or two eggs which are 

known as the winter eggs. In the spring an agamic female hatches 

from these winter eggs and this female is termed the stem mother 

since she is the stock from which the summer generation springs. 

This peculiar method of the reproduction of wingless agamic forms 

is often called wEdeines Not only do plant-lice vary in their 

methods of reproduction, but they aaa ae their manmer of living 

and in their habits. Certain species burrow in the ground and 

live on the roots of plants, while other forms live exposed on 
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|| the tender shoots and leaves of their host. 

il bent downward so that it appears to be on the ventral surface of 

|| the body. There is a distinct constriction between the head and 

|| thorax. The thorax bears five pairs of appendages; two pairs of 
i 

| wings, 
and three pairs of legs. The wings are always 

present 
in 

i both of their surfaces,as well as the body itself is covered with 

Aleyrodidae.- The members of this family have compound eyes, 

| both male and female, they sre long, slender, and membranous; 

/& wax-like powder which renders them opaque. The wings are carried 

} horizonally when at rest and their inner margins never overlap. 

| The legs are always present, and they bear tarsi consisting of 

| two segments. The wax cornicles are wanting. 

The young aleyrodids show two very distinct nymphal stages. 

The First Nymphal stage.- The insect has a greenish glossy 

appearance. Neither the eyes nor the ocelli are present. The 

antennae are wanting. The rostrum is present and is very distinctly 

segmented. There is no indication of a head, consequently, the 

constriction between the head and the thorax is wanting. The 

Wings and legs are also absent. The body is oval in form. 

‘There is no wax-like secretion present at this stage. On the caudal 

portion of the insect there is a distinct opening known as 
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|| the vasiform orifice. This orifice is always present and. 

characteristie of the family. 
legs 

Second Nymphel Stage.- During this stage of development the_/ 

and the antennae are absent. The mouth-parts are the same in this 

stage as in the first nymphal stage. There is no indication of a 

The wings and legs are want- | head and the thorax is also wanting. 

ing, however, one finds indications of the developing appendages 

of the adult. The body form is plump and is some larger than in 

The wax secretion is present and comes the preceeding stage. 

from a-series of pores arranged around the margin of the body in 

the form of plates which tend to fasten the insect to the host 

plant. The vasiform orifice is always present in this stage. 

The members of this family show a very great resemblence to the 

Coccidee and until recently were classified as such. In their in- 

mature stages they resemble a species of the genus Lecanium, 

but in their mature stages they exhibit such a great difference 

from the coccids, that the group has been seperated as a distinct 

family. The adults are insect-like in form; having three main 

body divisions; head, thorax, and abdomen. 

This family shows the most remarkable variation Coccidae.- 

from the true hamopterous type. The wings of the typical Homop- 

tera are carried roof-like, that is, they slope upward and inward 

and their inner margins meet above the middle of the back and do 

not overlap. In the Coccidae, however,we can judge this char- 

acter only in the winged males, and in these the wings are carried 

horizonally above the back of the insect: when they are at rest. 

Furthermore, the wings are not only carried horizonally, but they 
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frequently overlap each other. This is a very distinctive char- 

acter of the Heteroptera, or true bugs; and is found in no other 

family of the Homoptera. 

Adult male eoccia.- The eyes of the adult mele ecoccid have 

undergone a remarkable change. The true eyes have apparently dis- 

integrated and formed a series of simple eyes ranging in number 

from two to sixteeh. These small eyes resemble ocelli, and might 

} easily be een for them; however, upon a detailed study they 

are found, not. to be ocelli, but single simple eyes. Their position 

on the head varies among the subfamilies. In some cases where 

they are very few in number they may all be located on the dorsal 

sarface of the head; in other cases they may be distributed upon 

the dorsal, ventral, and lateral surfaces. The sittenine abe pres- 

ent and consist of seveh to ten segments, and are inserted upon 

the cephalic aspect of the heed. The rostrum is very smell, and 

the mandibles and maxillae are eecatchianes There is a distinct con- 

striction between the head and the thorax. The thorax bears five 

pairs of appendages; three pairs of.legs, one pair of wings, and 

@ pair of club-shaped organs lmown as halteres; these are pro- 

bably derived from the second psir of wings. These halteres are 

provided with small hook-like bristles which fasten into a pocket 

on the caudal margin of the front wings. The front wings are 

very delicate, membranous, and contain a very few simple veins. 

While the above generslizations as a rule are true, nevertheless 

a few apterous male forms have been found and described. New- 

stead lists the male of ~~ Fonscolompia fraxinii in Vol. II, of 

| his work," The Monograph of The British Coccidae", while in 
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Vol. 23, " Transactions of The New Zealand Institute", pages 8,9 

Maskell gives the following list of apterous male coccids; 

“kepidiotus (7} gabalis, Comst., Second Cornell Uni. Rep. 67. 

Chionaspis salicis, iia’? Bouche Stett. Ent. Zeit., 1854,294, 

Chionaspis fraxinus, Sig., Newstead. 

Chionaspis alni, Sig., Newstead. 

Chionaspis dysoxli, Mask.,New Zealand Trans., Vol.22, 163, 

Leucaspis pusella, Lbw Wiener Bnt. Zeit., Vob.2, 18935. 

Ericoceus (Acanthococeus) aceris,Lbw. Wiener Ent. Zeit., 

Yol. 2, 1883. 

Lecanium hesperidum, Moniez Comptes de l'Academy des Sciences, 

Feb., 1887. 

Ericoccus hoheriae, Mask., New Zealand Trans., Vol. 23. 

sometimes only rudimentary wings are Pound in the following forms: 

Gossyparia ulmi, Sig., Essai sur le Cocc., 320, 

Lechia zelandica, Mask., New Zealand Trans., Vol. 25, 

The legs are always present, the wétettoraeie legs are not modified 

and the tarsi always consist of one segment and a single claw. 

However, an exceptiom oceurs to this in the genus Ollifiella des- 

cribed by Professor Cockerell, and in the genus Exaereptopus; in 

these two cases the tarsi have two segments. The cornicles are 

always wanting. 

Adult female coccid.- In the female coccid the eyes may or 

may not be present, but when present they are always simple and 

two in number. The antennae may or may not be present, but when 

present they always consist of a very small number of segments, or 

they are represented by a small tubereule. The rostrum arises 
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between the prothoracie legs; the mandibles and the maxillae are 

very well developed. There is no constriction between the head 

and the thorax. The wings are never present; the legs may or may 

not be present, when present,,they rarely project beyond the margin 

of the body. The tarsi always consist of a single segment armed 

with a single claw. The body-form varies in the different sub- 

families from a globular to a very thin plate-like structure. 

The females are usually provided with a series of wax glands and 

it is from these that the waxy substance is secreted. The plan 

or the arrangement of the gland orifices, and their secretions 

The females in some species are varies among the subfamilies. 

active throughout life; while in others they become fixed to the 

surface of the host and do not move after the first nymphal stages. 

The vasiform orifice is always wanting. 

First, Nymphal gstage.- in this stage of the development the 

eyes may or may not be present, but when present they are always 

Simple. The rostrum arises between the prothoracic legs and bears 

The antennae are always present the well developed mouth-parts. 

and are provided with rather long, stif? setae. The head is 

present but there is no constriction between the head and the 

The wings are never present; while the nymph always has thorax. 

three pairs of long legs which are provided with long setae. The 

body form is generally oval, and in comparison to the length of 

the legs is very small. The abdomen at this stage is distinctly 

segmented. 

second ‘Iymphal Stage.- During this stage in the develop- 

ment of the female the eyes are present as in the first nymphal 
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stage. The antennae are wenting or are Peprasented by a tuber- 

cule. The rostrum and the mouth-parts remain as in the first 

nymphal stage. There is no further modification of the head. The 

wings are not present, and the legs have become very much shorter, 

The segmentation of the in comparison with the size of the body. 

distinct. abdomen is much less 

The number of moults and nymphal stages varies among the sub- 

femilies. In the subfamily Diaspinae the males become quiescent 

at the end of the second nymphal stage, while in the Erriococcinae 

they do not become quiescent until the third nymphal stage, and 

in the Monophlebinsae quiescence begins during the fourth nymphel 

stage. The period between the nymphal stages is spoken of as the 

period of moulting. About the time the male nymph goes into the 

quiescent stage it spins = cocoon of wax filiaments about itself 

and then moults or casts its skin, after this the nymph becomes 

quiescent. During the period of quiescence there appears a great 

transformation in the insect, it looses its mouth-parts, its legs 

and antennae are develoned externally, wing-pads also begin to 

insect 
appear externally and gradually the quiescent/ takes the form of 

an insect pupa. Ina short time it emerges from the quiescent 
as 

stage/an adult ecoccid. The life history and the degrees of 

Specialization of certain parts are quite noticable between 

various grouvs of the family, thereby affording a systematist a 

good basis for dividing the family into subfamilies. 
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|} and the Porphyrophorinae are included in the Margarodinae. While 

it will be noticed that Professor Cockerell has combined some of 

his former subfamilies, he has nevertheless, presented three 

additional subfamilies, the Conchaspinae, Tachardiinae, and the 

Margarodinae. The subfamilies, then, that he describes are: 

| Ortheziinae, Monophlebinae, Margarodinae; Conchaspinae, Diaspinae, 

Tachardiinae, Lecaniinae, and Coccinae, Hence, it will be seen 

that in this later work Professor Cockerell has decreased the num- 

ber of the subfamilies by two. 

During the same year thet Professor Cockerell published his 

. Check List of the Coccidae", Mr.#.2. Green published his work 

"The Coccidae of Ceylon". In this work Mr. Green divides the 

family into the following subfamilies: Conchaspinae, Lecaniinae, 

Hemicoccinae, Dactylopiinae, Tachardiinae, Coccinae, Idiococcinee, 

Brachyscelinae, Ortheziinae, Monophlebinae, and later in the fifth 

volume of this work he divides the Dactylopiinae into the 

Dactylopiinae and the Astreolecaniinse. 

In 1960 Newstead published his ext; " A Monograph of the 

British Coccidse". In this work Mr. Newstead bases the division of 

the family on the ehasacters of the adult male insect, and describes 

twelve subfamilies, namely; Diaspinae, Conchaspinae, Lecaniinse, 

Brachyscelinae, Ortheziinae, Margerodiinae, Hemicoccinae, Dactyl- 

Opiinae, Tachardiinse, idiococcinae, Coccinae, and Monophlebinae, 

In the same year Kuwane published tables for the identification 

of the Coccidae in his work on"®he Cocecidae of Japan". Kuwana des- 

eribes five subfamilies, however, he divides these subfamilies into 

tribes. It is evident from his work that this writer did not think 
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the characters used by some of the previous writers were of suffi- 

» cient importance to warrant their separation as subfamilies. 

This writer describes the fohlowing subfamilies: Monophlebinae; 

Margerodiinae which he divides into two tribes, the Margarodini 

and Xylococcini; Coccinae which he divides into four tribes, the 

Asterolecanini, Kermesini, Eriococeini, and Deactylopini; the 

Lecaniinae, and Diaspinae. 

In 1903 nae M. EB. Fernald published the first catalog of 

the family, " The Coccidae of the World", and in this work she 

divides the family into nine subfamilies. In her work she also 

bases the distinctive characters on the adult male insect. The 

subfamilies she describes are Monophlebinse, Margarodiinae, 

Ortheziinae, Phenacoleachiinae, Conchaspiinae, Dactyloviinse, 

Tachardiinse, Coccinae, and Diaspinae. 

From the foregoing resumé of the division of the family one 

Can easily see that entomologists are not at all agreed upon 

the number, and the characters for dividing the family into sub- 

families. It is beyond all doubt that a more detailed study of 

specimens that have been prepared in a more modern way,/I refer 

to the use of stains), will disclose a number of characteristics 

that will tend to clear away some of the doubt that is in the 

minds of the students of the family. In this paper, however, the 

writer will follow the subdivisions as proposed by irs. Fernald. 
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_II. OBJECT. 

The original object of this study was to identify the Coccidae 

of Illinois, and as far as possible, to determine the number of 

species and their distribution tnroughout the state, also to iden- 

tify the host plants upon which each species occurred. But owing 

to the fact that nearly all of the specimens collected were members 

of the subfamily Diaspinae, the study has been confined almost 

wholly to this ai taini ly. It was not the original intention of the 

writer to include in this study any of the green-house species, but | 

owing to the rather common occurrence of some species, a few of the. 

more common forms have been studied. In addition to the above 

stated object, the writer had in mind to devise some means, if 

possible, to make the study of the members of this family less dif- 

Picult and more accurate. 

_iII. MATERIALS, 

Collecting and preserving the specimens.- Specimens of scale 

insects were collected at large over the state during the summer 

months of 1913, 1914, 1915, and in the early part of 1916 oe which 

time the writer was engaged in nursery inspection for the Office 

of the State Entomologist. It would seem, therefore, that practic- 

ally all of the species of ecoccids, at least those that are of 

economic importance, would be contained in such a collection. The 

specimens were removed from the host plent and sealed in small 

| specimen envelopes. On these envelopes the locality, owner of the 

host, the host plant, the extent of the infestation, the date of 

collection, and the collector were written. The specimens were 
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then packed in empty cigar boxes. When these boxes were full, 

three of four napthaline balls were placed in each box and the 

covers were then firmly fastened. The napthaline balls were used 

to insure the specimens against the destructive work of museum 

pests. The soecimens were then stored away until @ further study 

could be made. 

Other materials.- One who wishes to make a detailed study 

of this family must have a complete laboratory equipment, includ- 

reagents and microscopes. A Leitz binocular was used in preparing 

the mounts studied in this work, while for a more detailed study 

of the insect, a Leitz compound microscope with three objectives 

and a complete set of oculars was used. 

In addition to the above stated materials, a student of this 

family must have an unlimited reserve of patience and perserver- 

ance, for the classification of the Coccidae fy'e small problem 

and requires the most accurate observation of minute details. 

_IV. METHODS AND TECHNIQUE. 

freating.- Before a detailed study, that is a microscopic 

study, of any coccid can be made it is necessary to clean them. 

During this process all of the soft parts of the body, together 

with any waxy or greasy geeretions that may be present, must be 

removed. This leaves only the chitin which is more or less trans- 

parent. Specimens may be treated in the following manners; 

Choloform method.- This method does not destroy the soft 

parts of the body, for the choloform only dissolves the wax that 

may be present on the external surface, clears the tissues of the 
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| body and also the thinner parts sufficiently to make them trans- 

parent. The method has the. disadvantage in that it leaves the 

thicker parts opaque; moreover, specimens that are dry and shrunken 

cannot be successfully treated because the choloform does not 

cause any swelling of the specimen. However, this method has the 

| advantage of requiring # very amead Sebi of matldng. the speci- 

mens, for they are simply placed in the choloform and allowed to 

remain there until they are sufficiently clear and then mounted in 

balsam. Since choloform is missible in balsam, the specimens can 

be mounted at once. 

Glycerin-Jelly method.- This method is of little or no 

practical use in the laboratory; however, it is useful when one 

desires to make mounts in the field, for, it admits of a quick 

preparation. The method can be used to best advantage only with 

live specimens, however, dryed specimens may be treated if they are 

boiled in water a few moments to soften them. Specimens to be 

mounted in this manner are placed on a microscope slide and near 

them is also placed a small particle of glycerin-jelly; the slide 

is then gently heated over an alcohol lamp allowing the jelly to 

surround and completely penetrate the specimens, then a cover-glass 

is pushed down upon them. The cover-glass should be pushed down as 

firmly as possible, for 1% doing so the specimens are flattened out 

and made more nearly transparent. The method has the advantage 

of being easily used in the field, and of requiring that the 

insects be handled but # very little. for one does not need to use 

alcohol, xylol, or balsam. But on the other hend, it is of little 

or no use with any of the coccids except the members of the sub- 
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family Diaspinae. 

Caustic setaek method.- This method admits of two modes of 

procedure | the fast and the slow. 

speeimons that are to be prepared by the fast method are 

placed in a cold ten per-cent solution of potassium hydroxide. 

This solution is then heated gently,or it may even be boiled. The 

heating tends to hasten the process of cleaning; however there is a 

great possibility of the svecimens being distorted, some of the 

minute hairs of the pygidial fringe may be broken off, consequently 

the preparation will be of no taxonomic value. In using this meth- 

od,one needs to treat the specimen for only a few moments in the 

in the potassium solution; however, it seems that the disadvantages 

of this method are so mech greater than itsone advantage, the. 

economy of time, that it should not be used unless one is in great 

haste and does not care for a carefully preserved specimen. After 

the insects have become sufficiently clear, they should be. thorovgh 

ly washed in two or three changes of distilled water, after which 

they are ready to be dehydrated. 

If one chooses to prepare aS specimens by the slow method, 

a few cubic centimeters of pelt, ten percent potassium hydroxide 

are pored into a watch- eliess the Specimens are placed in this 

solution and allowed to remain there until they are sufficiently 

Cleared for study. This vrocess may require only a few minutes 

in some gases, while in others it may require two or three weeks. 

After the specimens are sufficiently clear they should be removed 

from the potassium hydroxide and washed in distilled water as in 

the fast method. The specimens are now ready for dehydration. 
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The potassium hydroxide destroys 811 the varts of the body ex- 

cept the cuticular covering; hence, when one studies a specimen pre- 

pared in this manner, he is in truth studying only the skeleton of 

the insect. 

Other methods.- There are several other methods of cleaning 

insects, however, I shall only mention them. They are the beech- 

wood-creosote method, the sulfuric-ether method, the alcohol method,| 

and the acetic-acid method. These are only short cuts and should 

not be use@ if one wishes to make a close and detailed study of the | 

specimens. 

Staining.- If one wishes to stain the specimens, it can be 

done{ to the greatest advantage, at this point of the preparation. 

The process of staining will be treated at length later in this 

paver. 

Dehydration.- After the specimens have been thoroughly washed 

and stained, they should be dehydrated. This is best accomplished 

by allowing them to remain in a ninety-five ver cent, or,still bet- 

ter, absolute alcohol for an hour or so. This process removes all 

of the water that may be present in the svecimen. 

Clearing.- After the process of dehydration is complete, it 

is necessary to treat the specimens with a solution that is missible 

in both alcohol and balsam, since the specimen is to be mounted in 

balsam. Many substances may be used as clearers, but in my experi- 

ments and work, carbol-xylene has given the best results. This 

Clearer is prepared in the following manner: 

Car bOLee GC10 CTYStalS...s0en-s. L part. 
PURE Cea gat snes eet svedecsesee © Parts. 
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This preparation was then set aside to be used as the occasion 

demanded. Carbol-turpentine, oil of cloves, and oil of winter- 

green may also be used as clearers; but. they have not given as 

good results as the carbol-xylene. In order to clear the specimen 

most successfully, the dehydrated insect should be put in a watch- 

glass containing carbol-xylene and allowed to remain there at 

least an hour. There is little danger of leaving the -specimen in 

the clearer too long. After this process is completed the speci- 

men is ready to be mounted. 

Mounting.- In this process the specimen is removed from the 

watch-glass containing the carbol-xylene and placed on @ micro- 

scope slide which has been moistened with a few drops of the 

Clearing solution. Then without allowing the specimen to become 

dry &@ cover-glass which has been moistened with xylene-balsam 
brary 

should be dropped upon the insect, this—eover-glass mst then be 

pressed down firmly. The prepared mount is now ready to be set 

aside to dry. The slides were then labled and numbered, and the 

Wore 
data on the specimen envelope was carefully recorded under a 

number corresponding to that on the slide and specimen envelope. 

The slides were then stored in a regular microscope slide case, 

containing one hundred preparations, to await further study and 

to be identified. 

Remarks.- Mounts of scale insects, no difference by what 

cmethod. they are prepared, shovld always be made as thin as possi- 

ble, inasmuch as they admit of greater ease of study and the use 

from one solution to another or placing them on a slide, a pair of 

& 

of high power microscopiidob jectives. In transferring the specimen 
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forceps having a fine curved point has been found to be the best 

instrument to use. With these forceps the specimen may be re- 

moved with a small portion of the fluid between their points. In 
4 

specimens that have been handled in this manner there is the 

minimum danger of their being mutilated. 

V. STAINING. 

Up to the present time the practice of staining Coccidae in 

toto as an aid to taxonomic study has not been adopted in this 
——_ 

country; nor, has it been practiced to any great extent in Hurope- 

Newstead mentions the use of stains in his " Mon- an countries. 

Ograph of the Coccidae of the British Isles", and in the prevar- 

ation of his specimens he used a stain whenever it was possible. 

Mr. E. B. Green, another English student of this family, also 

mentions the use of stains in his work ," The Coccidae of Ceylon", 

He says, " I would strongly recommend the staining of all the 

more delicate objects. Unexpected characters will often be re- 

vealed by this means and it will help to clear up many doubtful 

points. If there is any question about the number of joints in 

the antennae, or the hairs on the anal ring, the addition of a 

stain will usually make them perfectly distinct.” 

Both Green and Newstead were pioneers in the use of stains 

sovfar as the writer has been able to ascertain and their work 

Shows that they were not able to get the heavier parts to take 

the stain; especially is this true im-the-case of the pygidial 

fringe. In their work they used an alcoholic solution of 6raw- 
ant 

shaws llegenta ; however, Green recommends the use of any of the 
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aniline dyes or even red ink. It will be seen that both of these 

writers have divided the family into more permmnent subfamilies 

than any worker who-studied the family before them, their con- 

temporaries, or with one or two exceptions, those who have studied 

the family since the publication of the above named works. This 

of course may be due to many causes; but it would not be out of 

place to account for part of their success, at least, to their 

use of stains. 

Most attempts to stain the chitinous covering of insects, as 

@ whole or in part, have given but very little permanent success. 

Chitin is a very difficult substance to color and in fact only a 

few of the ordinary stains will effect it. In most cases where 

the chitin does take the stain there is a general complaint that 

the color fades, or, on the other hand,that it is not bright, 

Clear, and definite. 

Stains.- In his work with the Coccidae the writer has ex- 

perimented with three staining substances, picriec acid, safranin, 

and sHurefuchsin. All of these materials gave a fair degree of 

color, however, it was not. permanent. 

Picric acid.- A stock solution of this stain was prepared 

as follows: 

PL@TiG BG1d erystals..ccs.seceee 20 grams. 
BOSOLUCTO ALCONGL . ase cieciccveevess 100 Ce. 

This solution was then set aside to be used as the occasion de- 

mané@ed. In using this stain the process of dehydration and stain- 

ing were combined and equal amounts of the solution and alcohol 

were used. The specimens were allowed to remain in this solution 
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two or three hours, then they were transferred to the carbol- 

xylene clearer. Picric acid gives the specimens a light yellowish 

green color} however, it produces a rough ground stain and affords 

but little contrast. It does not color the marginsl spines or 

plates, hence, its chief value is only that of a ground stain. 

Safranin.- A stock solution of this substance was made as 

Pollovs;: 

SaPraninerse cscccseseesseee FS STAM. 

Absolute alcohol....eseeeeee 100 Cec. 

In using this stain dehydration and staining were likewise com- 

bined; one part of the solution and five parts of absolute alcoho 

were used. The specimens were left in the solution at least two 

hours and then removed and the excess of the stain was washed off 

in absolute alcohol. Safranin is very soluble in alcohol and alsa 

' in carbol-xylene, hence, it is necessary to remove the specimens 

from the wash alcohol as quickly as possible and the process of 

_ Clearing in carbol-xylene must be reduced to the minimum length 

of time, which is about fifteen minutes, or otherwise all of the 

stain would be washed out of the specimen. This stain colors 

the chitin a bright carmine red} it also colors the marginal 

Spines and plates. The gland orifices become quite clear and 

distinct, while on the other hand the small tubularia are not 

saffranin 
distinctly colored. My experience with specimens stained with / 

has been, that they fade out very quickly and the minute details 

; 
q become very indistinet. In freshly stained specimens practically 

all of the details are well enough colored to make a detailed 

study of the specimen quite easy and accurate, but, a grest deal 
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of reliance cannot be placed upon the stain as it becomes aced. 

Sdurefuchsin (Acid magenta).- In preparing a stock sol- 

ution of this stain the following formula was used; 

MOMWOOUCNRIN sss. csedekeecrvces & QTAms. 
Ten per cent hydrochloric acid,5 parts. 
MeRGis LG WAGER. see. ccerecscses 100 ce. 

Lee in his " Vade Mecum" says of this stain, " This dye is 

an ‘acid' colour, and it is the soda salt of the di- or tri-sul- 

phoconjugated rosanilin which exists as an acid in the compound, 

and not to the soda". It is then very evident that the voresence 

of an alkali, even in minute quantities will impair the working 

of this stain, and it is very important that all traces of the 

potash should be removed. This requires that the specimens be 

washed in three or four baths of distilled water. As a further 

precaution to insure against the presence of an alkali, the hydro- 

Choloric acid was added. This acid will neutralize any of the 

potash that may be present and throw it down as a potassium salt. 

Sd#urefuchsin is not highly soluble in either aleohol or earbol- 

xylene, therefore; the specimens can be left in these solutions 

a sufficient length of time to insure complete dehydration and 

clearing. 

The time required to stain the specimens varies, however, 

thirty minutes are usually sufficient to give the proper degree 

of color to most coccids. The ordinary acid-magenta or séur- 

fuchsin that can be obtained on the easier that has the 

same difficulty as has the other substances referred to above in 

this paper, namely, that of fading. It gives a very distinct 

ground stain, but the coloring in the structures of the pygidium 
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of the subfamily Diaspinse faded out as the specimen became older. 

This left the structures almost invisible,as they have approximate- 

ly the same refractive index as the balsam in which they were 

mounted. This stain is very advantageous when one wishes to make 

@ study of the specimens soon after they are mounted, 

In order to overcome this apparent difficulty of the stain 

fading, the writer carried on a series of experiments, the object 

being to find if possible some stain that would give a distinct 

permanent color and at the same time as much contrast as possible. 

In carrying out this experiment,all of the insects that were placed 

in the same series received the same treatment in the same dishes 

and at the same time, the only point of difference in the proeess 

of preparation was that of staining. 

The staining materials used were picric acid, magenta 

or sdurefuchsin, and safranin, but the results obtained from the 

use of picric acid and from safranin were in no way as good as 

those obtained from the use of sdurefuchsin. As a result of this 

both the picric acid and safranin were discarded and practically 

all of the experiments were made with the latter. 

Before giving the results of the experiment, it will be nec = 

essary to define the following terms that are to be used in the 

tabulation of the work:;- 

Golor.- This refers to the uniform ground color of the spec- 

imen. 

Marginal dontres#.- This refers to the contrast of the margin 

of the insect with the balsam in which it was mounted, 
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Degrees of marginal contrast. 

Weak.- The contrast is weak when the fringe of 

the insects did not take enough of the stain 

to color them. 
Muddy.- The contrast is spoken of as being muddy 

when the stain did not color the fringe 

distinctly, that is, the color washed out 

leaving the balsam also colored. 

' Strong.- The contrast is strong when the fringe 

took enough of the stain to make it distinct 

and contrasty. 

Internal contrast.- This refers to the contrast of the in- 

ternal characters with the surrounding parts of the 

insect. 

Degrees of internel contrast.- 

Weak.- When the internal characters did not take 

enough of the stain to make them clearly 

defined, the stain is designated as being 

weak. 

Distinct.- When the internal characters took enougi 

of the stain to make them clear and distinct, 

the contrast is designated as being dis- 

tinct. 

Overstained.- ‘Then the specimen took so much of 

the stain that the internal characters were 

rendered opaque, the specimen is said to be 

overstained. 
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Understained.- When the specimen did not take 

enough of the stain in-orter to show clear. 

ly and distinctly the internal characters, 

the specimen is said to be understained. 

Tabulation of the experiment with stains. 

Experiment No. l. 

The specimens were put into the following staining solutions. 

Distilled water. .ccesecscccceseseeG) parts. 
-SHurefuchsin stock solution...... 1 parts 
DT algiae tals eval sic.e «0 ta dee ve gece bo minuves. 

Results. 

EES eter. oval e.e @-ece 66.4 & ae 6 86 6 Good. 

Marginal cContrast.cesccccccccceee OtULYONZ. 
Internal contrast rccceccrecccseee WEAKe 

Experiment No. la. 

The same staining solution as No. l. 

BEE fewisticeccceeacsccnanesse 00 minutes. 

Results. 

COLOKs cece cvcecveerccccenseseses GOOKs 
Marginal contrast rccescsrcccseee StYONgs 
Internal contrastcscsccovccssees Distinct. 

Experiment No. 2. 

MAG CLLLCR WAGET ccacrcceesereeces 60 parts. 
Sdurefuchsin stock solution..... 2 parts. 
RMN ee eae oto 2a8 2) 2. 20% [ot nde ake alka al ee' ee 15 minutes 

Results. 

ERNE BE et sas Sebel a ig bw 6.4 ie: 4.0 1m) ae & 85% Uxcellent. 

Marginal Contrastecr.ccscocerseceese Jtronge 
PMCOPUS! CONGTESG save vecevccecse Distinct. 
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Experiment Wo. 2a. 

Staining solution the same as in No. Be 

TIM@ . ccceccccccrccesccessccscsscccee 45 minutes. 

Results. 

Colorececssveccsecesevcevcevcveees mxcellent. 
Marginal contrast...c.cscccsecesses SUTON. 
Preeeme) GORCTASb ss... css sccsscense Distinet. 

Experiment No. 3. 

Distilled water (etsecteateeceredces 6O parts. 

Sdurefuchsin stock solution....... 4 parts. 
NIUE odie go. di /ae\ ide sd écel da wi ele 0a vas) 6a'8 15 minutes. 

Results. 

ee ee kd ag wig wh aaa bie Mae Good. 

Marginal cConbrast..ccccccseccesceee Strong. 
PRGOPME? COMUTORG cco cecescccecccse POO. 

The specimen was decidedly overstained. 

_Experiment No. da. 

Staining solution the same as in No. 3. 

MMMM Sain. e-'e's. 0 € ab an 60 owe eae 605.8 pe glee 35 minutes. 

Results. 

Na ea gta are aye. Gh. ce 1b: 0iAve'e 006! 0 wtecacd eye's Good, 

Marginal contrasterccercossccscseees Strong. 
POUOLNAL CONCTASR cs csnesseveccccse POOF. 

The specimen was overstained. 

Experiment No. 4. 

Distilled waterecesseccsscccsseses 60 parts. 

Sdurefuchsin stock solution....... 1 part. 
Ten per cent hydrochloric acid.... 1 part. 

MRM ARN GRR U rt ail, oo a'gi @ ele ol Ald vba) a6 es Ce eee eO minutes. 
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Results. 

0 RSS Se pt Poor 

Marginal contrasBe...ccccccccsscscccee Weak, 
TMTOPDRL  COBTTASED esc escw ccc ccccecce WEAK. 

This specimen was understained. 

Experiment No. 4a. 

Staining solution the same as in No. 4. 

aie ale culeicieowawtssccss DO Minntes. = 

Results. © 

EM aRae tS oat eae bso e800 eb ewe ew eee Poor. 

Marginal contrasteccecccerscccccecee SULONg. 
BUN THGL CODGPASEsccsccccecserseces OVerstained. 

The specimen was decidedly overstained. 

Experiment No. oO. 

Distilled wateresccccccrvccccseceeeese 60 parts. 
Sdurefuchsin stock solution....... 1 pert. 
Ten percent hydrochloric acid.... 3 parts. 
ee ia eee ere a 20 minutes. 

Results. 

eae ee id os O'S bee old. Ga ee eens Excellent. 

Marginal contrasteccsccccccssceses Strong. 
PEGCOTOR. CONTTABGrsccecrcessceceee DIistinet. 

Results in this specimen were not uniform. 

Experiment No. 5a. 

Staining solution.the.same.as in.No..5. 

45 minutes. aac a ae wa woe OWA G © & w 0166 aero C6 ed mele 6 

Results. 

Color eaeeesee?ePeoeeveeseeaeseeeaeseeee on eeoeses Excellent. 

Marginal contrast .ccccsscccsecceve SUrONSe 
InGernhl GontrasStecccovesecsessoee Cverstained. 

Specimen was decidedly overstained. | 





Experiment No. 6. 

ECL OG, WR TOR er wistesctcteeresretercceeesecee 60 parts. 
S#urefuchsin stock solution......... 2 parts. 
Ten per cent hydrochloric acid...... 5 parts. 
PRORGea wa diece seas esvcaceccseccceus 20 minutes. 

Results. 

TMNT INa 9 Foe Aca al bh a ai'a* ah eh alete? phate e* ee ere'e%er ete Excellent. 

Marginal contrast ..vceccosccvcsevseee DtUrOng. 
FMGSTNAL CONTTARE ve vevocscescevoscee Distinct, 

ee solution the same as No. 6. 

MMS IRL, LOD ETP IS ccs ccccneiccvvvenes 40 minutes, 

Results. 

BOLGT ss ccc ce case vccccscccsescccecccs EXC@llLent, 
Marginal contrast....cscsccescsseseee Very strong. 

| 

Experiment No. 6a. 

TMGSTHAL CONTTASEs .ccavvcsccevessecse Vary distinct. 

The staining in this specimen is perfect. 

Experiment No. 7. 

Distilled WACEP cc ccccesvevecccsvcces 60 parts. 

Forty percent formaline sc cevescces 2 parts. 
Shurefuchsin stock solution......... 2 parts. 
ME eg ae 0ata swine 16) kdl 00 6 a0 wis. @.0°e! Re! at ote! she 15 minutes. 

Results. 

es ataro ee vie es Gears oae et Oe we wa ele wees Poor. 

Marginal contrast. .c.ecccscrsescevveeee very weak, 
THterHal CONGTAStesevsccessccecceess VETY weak. . 

The specimen is decidedly understained. 

Experiment No. "a. 

Staining solution the same as No.7. 

Mae teas so bw ee Se saee Rh eee eae ew 8 45 minutes. 
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Results. 

A Good. 

Marginal contrast....cccccccvccseese Strong. 
Internal BONGTA GG etteetete esos “a8 ee ev o%e "e's Distinct. 

Experiment No. 8. 

Distilled VE Ene %0*u ae ta Pete teen's eee eo 0's 'e 60 parts. 

Forty per-cent formalin....«...cee. 4 parts. 
S#urefuchsin stock solution........ 2 parts. 
DEMO Pi. Slee ere vO ee cevevee wore vouLo Minutes. 

Results. . 

Color. @eset@eeoeeeoeesmeeswseseesseeteteoeee Bees @ ee Poor s 

Marginal GONUIO BU os ce wae chew Oe eee we Weak. 

Internal Contrastecrcscccgesvccsseee WORK. 

The specimen appeared muddy and not clear. 

Experiment No. 8a. 

Staining solution the same as No. 8. 

ere ree oes ee otuntes,, 

Results. 

COLVOT ec wiec ecco sec csssccccccvseesee Excellent. 
Marginal contrast... csccrccceccees SUrOonge 
Internal contrast....cscceceees.s. Distinct. 

In the above series of experiments the specimens treated with 

the stain were Chionaspis gleditsiae. This species has a very 
2s Se ee ee 

thin body-wall and represents one of the most easily stained 

 diaspids. The specimens treated were fresh, therefore,;there was 
eo 

no possibility of their\peing damaged by fungus or za museum 

pests. | 
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Experiment No. 10. 

DES CLL LOG WADE? cc ooepnsssescesssseces, 60 parts. 

Sdurefuchsin stock Solutions .ccvcccesse lL part. 
sl nies alan ae sey ue Po oe ww Ae wk oa ea i ae Lb minutes. 

Results. 

a Weak. 

Marginal Contrastcosssecccccvvrccccccsces Weaks 
PMGOTMGL CONTTESE eve eiscesesecesecsseses Wakes 

This specimen was not stained at all. 

Experiment No. 10a. 

Staining solution the same as No. 10. 

Ea ates) dia is Qin te bis 6a we bin weGaw ane ee 45 minutes. 

Results. 

ee Good. 

Marginal contrast...secccrsccvcveveees JULONg. 
EMGOPER] CONGTESE s ccvewecvnsecseccceces Distinct. 

Experiment Wo.- 11. 

Distilled water. e@ee@seovoe e882 te 8? 8? 8088 0 6 60 parts e 

Sdurefuchsin stock solution........... 2 parts. 
eka AE ts oso oo O68 p 0186 op 06 06 s' ea wb 15 minutes. 

Results. 

0 RI a Se ee a ee Good. 

Marginal Contrast eocccccvccecscccvevee DUrONng. 
Internal CORCTOSC 6 vieisewccttsvacceeevas Distinct. 

Experiment No. lia. 

Staining solution the same as Wo. ll. 

MS al War hi Kiet pie: dias) che ou a/i-s eles Bee @ sie 66s 6 0 4b minutes. 

Results. 

COLOP er cscavccvrevcresessvesesveseseces Excellent. 

Marginal contrasteccocccssvcsesessseses SULONg. 
ENCOTNAL COMETASE csi cee dedesvvedess Distinct. 
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Experiment No. 12. 

Distilled Wave ccdarctadl cede eo ee ae Oak he 60 parts. 

Sdurefuchsin stock solution.ccccwseoeee 4 parts. 
TIMOs VVece ees ee vec vivedessccrdercceveees LB minutes. 

Results. 

iT Sentosa alia a iso ale dleamlacels 610.6 6 6 8 ae were Good. 

Marginal cOntrasteccvesevevssvcsvecvsee SULONE s 
TRUONORS CGORETASE ie dcivcceveseddvvevesee POOT. 

SE PEO Te 

The specimen was decicedly overstained. 

Experiment No. 12a. 

RU ay ge Good. 

Marginal Contrast.ccccccserccsecseccsees StLONg 
Internal contrast. eoseeeeoseeseoeoeseoe7808088% 8 Poor. 

|| | 

i Staining solution the same as No. 12. 

i DPA ieeddsltiiceeendeavartcectdevcccncsee 40 minutes. 

|| Results. 

|| ie os Pe ee eee eee ee a Fe Good. 

|| Marginal COntrastrccccssvrscvecevseeees Strong. 
| Internal GOMCTEORC Hee rev eocivdesedadevecue Poor. 

| Specimen oversteined. | 

i Experiment No. 13. 

| Distilled a. Ee er rr ee ae eae 2 60 parts. | 

| Sdurefuchsin stock solution.ss.cor.coess 1 part. 
| Ten per. cent hydrochloric acid......++. l part. 
a PEM Vay Pee eb ce Fe HSN OSs cee cece reeds ses 20 minutes. 

ti 
‘|| Results. 
Hi 

eee ee Pe 

_— 

ee The specimen appeared to be muddy. 

Experiment No. lda. 

Staining solution the same as in No. 13. 

TAs sew whade csc Wawnes ee ened esse tees 38 minutes. 
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Results. 
= 

35 

De de ead a oe gl els) wusie tea. e b beware 6 0.0 e-¢ GOOG e 

BSP7EIDa! CONTTEGE sci wer vcesvedeedsr ees OUrONng. 
MEBORTOE GORTTARU dss vavevedsdcoccescnes sDIstinet. 

Experiment No. 14. 

UC CGR. ok pce bs eee sere bh eeece 

Sdurefuchsin stock Solutionscecsessvece 
Ten per: sent hydrochloric acidssccseeee 
I es a ae a giana ah aue-acWese 8ule<!s'-0-0 We oo! 

Results. 

EAE Se! LAS ae Se es 

_ Marginal ee EP RN Gia! alg diol wie oe a Uo" onal oo de o oe 

EU . COBCTEBG ic cca ewinvscccccccses 

Specimen overstained. 

Experiment Wo. l4a. 

Staining solution the same as No. 14. 

CE SNe are. cau Greate! 6 pin a ab Oae oko Ob 8 i 

Results. 

El Bia aio ane: 6) nia ain bnew Wis: ®. ee Re pie & ew 6 » 

Marginal ‘GONCIAS be secre peeteweere cs weciee 

InGernal Contrasterceccavesccccrvecscces 

Specimen overstained. 

Experiment No. 15. 

Distilled Ee oot a aia cio sy a0 a6 6 Wisie'e bre a8 

Sturefuchsin stock solutionevececcccves 
Ten per-cent hydrochloric acid..ccecree 
SURI SURV G Cy nisi aie arnla wld 6 6k 6.8 006 06-0 % Sel wi eas «ve 

Results. 

nee iso ae Cia aah aacee cc ees wee G 

BAPE IMS) COBETAS Cs csi ses eesereeacesesas 
TRUGNORL SOUGTESE css sess ceescseveerddye 

60 parts. 
2 parts. 
2 parts. 

20 minutes. 

Excellent. 
Strong. 
Poor, 

35 minutes. 

Good. 
Strong. 
Poor, 

60 parts. 
2 parts. 
5 varts. 

20 minutes. 

~ 

Excellent. 
Strong. 
EF, distinct. 
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Experiment No. 15a. 

Staining solution the same as No. 15. 

UUENSLCCLT AUR ater aly. s-6 5%: a Oo we a Oe RR wo Ce 6 0-0 bee 35 minutes. 

Results. 

RE TMD Sie oi Sn Ree oie 6 eee a 86 b's Bxeellent. 

| HATSINSL CONCVEST ev eccavcccesevevevrteccces GUFONE. 
PI. GONGTASS 6 ceca cis cess Ve avevccenase, POOR. 

Specimen overstained. 

Experiment No. 16. 

] - Distilled MIRON 2 gins aie 4.8 0096. 0.a 5.8 aca fp oe 8 60 parts. 

|| Sdurefuchsin stoek golution...ceseeccees 4 parts. 
| Ten per. cent hydrochloric acid.......e..e. 2 parts. 

EA ee ee 20 minutes. 

Results. 

| OU nee Sea en a Exeellent. 

i Marginal SOMUEASDUs cs peice es eOOn ws vicevesse Strong. 

i PRONE. GONTIAGC ess ecw cadaceecevvecsenes’ DiStinct. 
“i 

|| Experiment No. léa. 

aH Staining solution the same as No. 16. 

DAMO@ cc cccsccrscscccscecspposessccssesce. 45 minutes. 

| Results. 

i ys icin vue eossee. Exepdient. 
| Marginal Contrasticcccccccccccsecseccnses SULONss 

Internal MODULER Era renee at wae nes nssces Poor. 

specimen overstained. 

Experiment No. 17. 

TERE WhOGL braver ie tees cncccsessee 60 parts. 

Ten per.cent potassium hydroxide....... 4 parts. 
Séurefuchsin stock solutions .cscsescees oS parte. 
Pee we a a See ee ee eo eek ee he Vee ec ceves 20 minutes. 

. 

= 0 2 RE EY TIT 

EE 
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Results. 

er Very poor. 
Marginal contrast. .cccscccscscccvsecese Weak. 
Internal Contrastercccccscccsvvescvesers Cake. 

| Experimant No. 17a. 

Staining solution the same as No. 17. 

TIME co ccencvccescccescssccccccccccscces £0 minutes. 

3 Results. 

COLL ccc vcccsesvccvvecnsscseseresesece NONEe 
. Marginal cContrast...crcesscsccvsesvesee NONG. 
Internal CONFTTAStscrcccvesscvcccccsccs NONGs 

The specimen did not show any color whatever. 

The specimens used in this series of experiments were 

Chionaspis Salicis-nigrae. This species has a very thick and 

| heavy bo@y=wall and represents one of the most difficult coccids 

i to stain. The results of this series of experiments were im- 

paired beeause the specimens were damaged by the presence of a 

parasitic fungus. 

ie Experiment No. 20. 

ve Distilled MTR Ie eee cae wee ak 66 parts. 

Sdurefuchsin stock solutions.ccsccocves 2 parts, 
Ten per-cent hydrochloric acid......... 4 parts. 
te ia geass we uke < caw 4 0 0200 ee oe ho Menutes. 

Results. 

EC ne Good. 

Marginal Contrast.cccrccccccvccccssecess SULrOng. 
Internal Contrasterceccccccsesccvoscoese distinct, 

Experiment No. 20a. 

Staining solution the same as No. 20, 

tor he alia cole ce eedeepes 30 minutes. 
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Results. 

ee Pia nips oo Sete w SSR Sk oS kbs Be 

Marginal SOLES © ais’ s' Sale ela cle oe Obie e's dele 

Internal Contrastercrecsccesccvessseces 

Experiment No. 20b. 

Staining solution the same-as No. 20. 

Time eaeeesvuscseaspeeeseeeveeseeaeeeeseseseeevseaees ese 

Results. 

SEEEE E ature) giadclacd cvulela’s of8 402-0 ep.eeemececes 

Marginal Contrast. r.cosccccvcsvecccscees 
PUGGTMRL CONTTEST. oc ceviveesversteeseee 

Staining perfect. 

Experiment No. 21. 

Distilled ETS Tilo tai ovale aw bios dé wienk aves «bce 0 

Sdurefuchsin stock solutionessccc. scene 
at] Ten per.cent hydrochloric aci@....weces 

TN Ee oli inte aaa’ of bl eles 

Results. 

ES eS OR POD RC NC e 4 ae ee 

Marginal Contrastec.cwecsccsvesersccocce 
Internal contrast... .ssrccsveesvecees 

| Experiment No. 2la. 

Staining solution the same as No. 21. 

AMO Sew ee Sh eee snes once sca reesnces 

Results. 

I ere eee eee eee ee 
MAMSINAL CONGTASE vsveccvvvcsvedveovvese 
Internal POR ULES Gin wc Ws s0c'o 6 6 610! bie was 66 08 

Staining perfect. 

38 

Excellent. | 
Very strong. 
Very distinct. 

45 minutes. 

Very good. . 
Very strong. 
Very distinct. 

60 parts. 
parts. 
parts. 
minutes. oon 1 

Good. 
Strong. 
Distinct. 

40 minutes. 

Excellent. 
Very strong. 
Very distinct. 

The insects stained in this series of experiments were the 

| 
son 

| 4 
| 

Pseudococecus longispinus. These insects are soft bodied and be- 

i long to that group of seale bugs commonly known as the unarmored 
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scales. The body wall of this species is very thin and delicate 

jj) and whén properly cleaned becomes nearly transparent, this mekes a 

|| Study of the subfamily difficult. These insects were treated with 

|| the same stain and in the same manner as were the members of the 

|| . genus Chionaspis. Owing to the character of the body wall of 

| this species, it is one of the easiest coccids to stain. In this 

experiment only those formulae were used that gave a favorable re- 

sult in the previous experiments. 

Results Of The Staining Experiments. 

The specimens used in these experiments were taken from the 

i potassium hydroxide and washed in three changes of distilled water, 

then they were treated with the stain. It will be seen from the 

| above results that in series No. I in which Chionaspis gleditsiee, | 

|| @ very thin walled coccid, was used the best color was obtained in 

experiment No. 6a, and the staining formula was: 

SEE OG WEEE Ts esc cvecscccscsevcecceceve G0 parts. 
Seuretuchsin stock solution...ccr.cscccose ve parts. 
Ten per-cent hydrochloric acid.....c.es.. 5 parts. 
Rr eT cectigwdla: 2h cle''e'piviie’s pleia’ gig aldie: Heidi ale s 40 minutes. 

In series No. II in which Chionaspis salicis-nigrae, a very 

| thick welled heavily chitinized insect, was used, the best results 

| were abtained from experiments No. 15 and 16. The formulae for 

| these solutions were, 

No. 15 No. 16 
Meee Li@G WHUGE tec diesteeescccce GO DAPTS.....2.+.90 parts. 
Shurefuchsin stock solution.... 2 partS.cc.ccosee 4 parts. 
Ten per cent hydrochloric acid. 5 parts.....s.eee- 2 parts. 
BR ered sdn\inus, ssh eiclnveteiers ls aterete steiake 0) (Oy MINRTES. .\enie 20 minutes. 

This might lead one to believe that the amount of staining 

+ It solution used was not of importance; but} in experiment No, 16 the 

ee 

iw 

ye 

/f 
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results obtained were not all uniform, some of the specimens were 

| decidedly overstained and none of them were understained; while, im 

‘experiment Ho. 15 none of the specimens were overstained or serious- 

I] 23 understained. The results in this series were not as good as 

|| they might eich eats because the specimens were damaged by the 

|| presence of a fungus. 

In series No. Itt in which Pseudococecus longispinus, a very 

Il enin walled unarmored scale. was used, only those formulae were tried 

| tat aie the best results in the preceeding experiments. In this 

| | series all of the specimens were well colored, but, Nos. 20a and 

a gave decidedly the best results. The formulee used in these 

teens were, 

No. 20a. No. 21a, 
DEG WHGET ccc ccc seccessenss GO parts.....s.. 60 parts. 

eeerefuchsin stock solutions... 2 parts....eees S&S parts. 
Ten per-cent hydrochloric acid... 5 partSssccccse. 2 parts. 
BAIME@ ce vcesccccccccssceccvesccovee GO minutessceee.e 30 minutes. | 

In this experiment it will be seen that the only difference in | 

|i the staining solutions was one part of sdurefuchsin. The spmeimens 

‘|; in 2la were all colored a deeper carmine than those in 20a; how- 

| ever, specimens stained by both of the solutions show distinctly 

|} aaa the characters used in the identification and classification of 

|| the insect. 

A little study of these formulae will show that the relative | 

|| thickness of chitinization of the body wall hes but little to do | 

|| with the amount of the stein required, for in the case of one of 

|| the most heavily chitinized and the least chitinized of the coccids 

|| the same @exme strength of the staining solution gave equally as 
\ 

} g00d results, and the sixty parts of water, two parts of sdure- 
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fuchsin stock solution, and five parts of ten per-cent hydro- 

chioric acid is strongly recommended for use in staining the 

members of this family. The time limit should be a few minutes 

longer in staining a heavily chitinized insect than one less 

heavily chitinized. The results of the experiments show that 

twenty to forty minutes are required to get a well stained speci- 

men. 

| In experiments No. 17 and 17a in which the staining solution 

was made strongly alkaline, it will be observed that the results 

are worthless. This is due to the presence of the alkali which 

caused the color to fade} in fact, when the specimens were re- 
—_—— 

moved from the staining solution all the color had faded from the 

2. 
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solution in the watch-glasses. 

Chemistry of Staining.- Most of the fading, if not all of it 

a 

is caused by the »vresence of minute particles of alkali in ‘the 
o. aD 

specimen. To remove the alkali sufficiently that the working of 
es 

the stain will be unimpaired will require much more than the 

——_————— 

customary three washings. The presence of an alkali was first 

detected by finding small crystals of some substance, presumably | 

potassium chloride, in the specimens that had been treated with 

we 

a 

al 
att 
dt 
( 

| 

| ; hydrochloric acid. Then a test was made in which & specimen was 

taken from the ae hydroxide and jwithout washing | was treated | 

with hydrochlorie/ “nis specimen,after being mounted, appeared to 

be stuffed with small crystals, evidently of potassium chloride; 

furthermore the specimen was rendered worthless for study. If one | 

removes the larger part of the potassium hydroxide by Nagata tee gts 

Ve sh, 
y 

specimen, the small neue et crystals present do not at all im- 
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+ .#peir its study. By using a distinctly acid staining solution the 

_ presence of these minute particles of alkali is insvred against, 

i} 

_forj hydrochloric acid neutralizes the alksli and forms a salt and 

water with it thus: 

HCl in excess +KOH => KCl + HOH + HCl, 

Potassium chloride is highly soluble in water, but, since all of 

the water is removed during the process of dehydration there re- 

mains nothing but the mali amount of potassium chloride and the 

iZ hydrochloric acid. Since there is an excess of the acid in the 

specimen, it is then mounted as an "acid" specimen and sealed in 

|i with balsam as-an—acid" specimen ; therefore, the possibility of 

its fading has been eliminated. This fact was proven by a study 

|| of slides which were prepared early in the autumn of 1915. The 

| Specimens that were stained in ea neutral solution have become al- 

most colorless, while others prepared soon afterwards and stained 

| in @ strongly acid solution have retained their color and are now 

|| @s bright carmine-red as when freshly removed from the staining 

bath. 

Characters Revealed By Stains.- All of the characters that 

are visible in an unstained Esasinen and many charecters that are 

not at all plain or visible become very distinct in specimens vat | 

have been properly stained. In the more generalized coceids the 

anal ring, its setae, and the rows of cell-like structures around 

it, the number of joints in the antennae, the antennal setae, the 

| abdominal labiae, and the numerous wax pores, are made very distinct 

and plain. In the more specialized coccids the segmentation of 
i] i «a a perder beetle 

the body is distinctly shown. But most’, of all, the internel 
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haracters of the pygidium are colored so that they are the most 

“eonspicuous objects on the specimens. The tubularia of the dorsal 

‘pores and of the micropores are made visible, and it is possible 

that this character may be of considerable taxonomic value. The 

structure of the circumgenital gland orifices as compared with 

that of the dorsal glands is clearly shown. In unstained specimens | 

the basal thickenings in most cases cannot be seen, yet, in a 

stained specimen they are shown with ea wonderful degree of clear- 

ness. The shape and arrangement of these thickenings may be of 

Meaaiderable taxonomic importance in the genus Aspidiotus in which 

they occur. The modifications of the pygidial fringe are so clear- 

| 1y shown that there can be no doubt as to the relation of the 

various parts. 
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VI.EXPLANATION O8 TERMS. 

a In order to make the following descriptions clear, it will 

lbe necessary, before describing the Illinois Coccidae, to explein 

the terms that are to be usec in the descriptions. two plates 

| representing the typical form of the body in Aspidiotus and Chion- 

|aspis will show the form of the pygidium, its parts,and their 

Hddentity. It will be seen from an examination of the descriptions 

| that the characters of the pygidium serve in a large way to deter- 

| mine the systematic position of the species. 

The following technical terms have been used:- 

| { 

jAnus , Anal Opening.- The terminal opening of the alimentary canal. 

| More or less circular in form; located on the dorsal surfeee 

of the body, hLowever,the location varies, and it is usually 

found on the fifth to the ninéth segments. 

al Lobes.- The anal lobes are projections of the body-wall and 

are found on either side of the anal opening in the Coccinae 

and Briococcinse. 

|] Ana Ring.- The anal ring is an oval or circular structure which 

surrounds the anal opening in the more generalized subfamilies 

of the Coccidae. It is usually composed of one or two rows 

of cell-like structures. 

Anal Setae.- The setae borne on the anal ring are the anal setae. 

Basal Thickenings.- These are thickened places in the chitinous 

| exoskeleton of the insect. They aré located mesad of the 

anterior and posterior groups of circumgenital pores. They 

have been found only in the genus Aspidiotus. 
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_ Callus (pl. Calli).- These ere chitinous thickenings, usually 

four in number, forming a transverse row across the pygidiun | 

cephalad of the anus. 

Cerari.- The cerari are spine-like structures found along each 

lateral portion of the body in some subfamilies. They tend 

to hold the body away from the host plant, thus providing 

for an air supply. 

Circumgenital Gland Orifices.- These are the ovenings o? the 

glands arranged around the vaginal opening. They are 

usually arranged in groups. 

Dorsal Pores.- The dorsal pores are oval orifices, however, in 

some species the orifices may be round. They are located 

on the dorsal surface of the pygidium, usually erranged in 

more or less transverse rows, each row consisting of two 

groups, an anterior and a posterior one. The rows are de- 

Signated oy numvers beginning with the one nearest the 
Part of 

median loves the secretions which form the seales are dis- 

Charged from these openings. 

Bxuvia.- This is the dorsal integument of the early stages 

which has been cast off at moulting. The cast off integu- 

ment is fastened to the scale by wax threads. The upper- | 
most exuvia is called the first and the larger one underneath 

it is called the second. 

Gland Orifice.- The external opening through which a gland 

emits its secretion is called a gland orifice. 

Incisions.- These are the notches along the margins of the 

pygidium. They are considered, by some authors, as marking 
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the position of the conjunctiva between the original seg- 

ments of the pygidium. They are designated as follows; the 

one between the median lobes is the first, the one between 

- the median and second pair of lobes is the second, the third 

2pe-is the one between the Second and the third lobes, etc. 

iiehecs= The lobes are projections of the body-wall, they. usually 

mark the dividing line between the transformed capmenke of 

the pygidium. The lobes are designated as follows; the 

pair at the posterior extremity of the body is called the 

median pair, and the pairs cephalo-laterad them are numbered 

second,third, and fourth as they occur. 

Lobule.- One of the lobe-like structures of a lobe formed when 

it is deeply incised. 

| Marginal Pores.- The openings of the marginal glands are celled 

the marginal pores. They are arranged around the margin of 

the pygidium; their function is the same as that of the 

dorsal pores. 

Median Lobes.- These are the lobes leeated at the caudal extremity | 

of the body near the meson. 

Median Incision.- This is the incision at the posterior extremity | 

of the body between the median lobes. This incision is. 

very distinct in ; Aulacaspis and Phenacaspis. 

_ Mieropores.- These are the small round pores toeeted on the 

posterior part of the pygidium of the Diaspinse; they are 

much smaller than the dorsal pores. 

Paraphyses.- The paraphyses are heavy chitinous thickenings ex- 

tending into the body-wall from the margin of the pygidium. 
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| Pectinae.- These are broad bifurcated, trifureated, or poly- 

08 furcated plates. 

| Plates.- The vlates are projections of the body-wall}, they are 

considered by some writers as being develoved from setae, 

There is usually a gland orifice at their tips. The plates 

are designated as the first or median, the second pair, be- 

tween the median and second vair of lobes) the third, between 

the second and the third pairs of lobes, and so on. They 

are represented by the following formula;1-2; 1-2; 1-2; 1-2; 

3-76 

Pygidial Fringe.- This is a collective term and is applied to 

| the entire outline of the pygidium. 

I Pygidial Margin.- The pygidial a is that portion of the 

pygidium on each side cephalad/ the cephalic pair of lobes. 

setae of the Pygidium.- These are small hair-like structures on 

the dorsal and ventral surfaces). fhose on the dorsal surface 

are called dorsal setae and those on the ventral surface are 

called the ventral setae. 

Tubularia.- These are the chitinized ducts which lead from the 

glands that supply the dorsal, marginal, and micropores of 

the body. There are three distinct forms of tubularig as 

follows: | 

1. Those with long narrow ducts. 
2. Those with long wide ducts. 
5. Those with short and very wide ducts. 

Vaginal Opening.- The vaginal opening is the terminal opening of 

the vagina, it is usually located cephalad of the anus on the 

sixth segment. 
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VII. CLASSIFICATION OF THE COCCIDAE OF ILLINOIS. 

: This work is offered only as a partial list of the Coccidae 

hich occur within the state of Illinois. A large part of the work 

las been done in the two genera Aspidiotus and Chionaspis. Species 

of these two genera largely composed my collection of the Coccidae, 

Owing to the fact that most of the specimens were collected from 

growing nursery stock. Practically none of the species infesting 

ore native trees and shrubs were collected. The species are arranged 

beginning with the most generalized and proceeding to the most 

specialized types. 

Due to -the remarkable success with stains and the revedlation 

»f new characters by the process of staining, attention auras be 

!lled to the fact that several new characters have been used in des 

eribing the species. These new characters were constant to a re- 

mrkable degree in the same species and were very useful in differ- 

mtiating the species studied. 

The basal thickenings are thickened places in the chitinous 

sxoskeleton of the insect, and have been found only in the genus 

ispidiotus. They are faintly visible in unstained specimens, but 

they are very distinct and clear in a stained specimen. 

The dorsal pores that have not been considered as being import- 

ant by most students of this ‘amily, were found to Be very useful in 

lifferentiating the species. The form, number, and arrangement of 

mese pores are clearly shown in a well stained svecimen. 

In the Vhionaspis a series of small round micropores was dis- 

pOVered within the circumgenital gland ring. The arrangement of 

hhese pores and their relation to the anus is constant within a spec 

fees. This character may be of considerable taxonomic importance. 
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a The duets or tubularia which extends from the glands to the 
ee 
ifices are invisible in a specimen that has not been stained; 

+ 
ut in & specimen that has been stained they are made clearly 

isible, and the student is able to see considerable variation in 

heir form, arrangement, and numbers in the different species. 
Gay 

le thing that is especially noticable is that the more highly 
wie Ws 

pecialized a member of the family is the longer the tubularia 
Pa 
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Pseudococcus longispinus. 

Dactylopius longispinus, Sig. Ann. Soe. Ent. Fr.(5)5,1875,306, 

Dactylopius longispinus, Ckell., Ann. Meg. N.H. (6) 16,1895, 61 

Dactylopius adonidum, Comst., Rept. U.S. Dept, Agri.,1880, 341. 

Dactylopius longispinus, News.,Jr. Roy. Hor. Soc., 23,1900, 29, 

| Covering of Female.- Insect unarmorea, body soft, covered 

| witiy'wns te fluffy secretion of wax. 

Female.- Body color white or pinkish-yellow in living individ- 

| uals; convex; elongated, 2.50 to 3.10 mm in length and 1.40 to 2.10 

} mm in width; body distinctly segmented; each segment with a series 

of wax filidments, longer near posterior end of body; antennae 

| with eight segments, eighth segment the longest and the seventh one | 

| the shortest; each segment with several short setae; legs long and 

| slender; trochanter with a group of pores on either side, also with 

} two stiff spine-like setae, one long bristle-like seta, and many 

| smaller inconspicuous ones; the tibia about twice as long as the 

) tarsi; lateral margin of the body with seventeen cerari; a vair of 

| triangular lobes on the posterior end of the body; lobes with e 

| long slender seta at the apex; inner margin of each lobe with a 

| group of cerari, several short setae, and: many wax vores; anal ring | 

| not projected from the body, large, egg-shaped, with six long slen-| 

|| der setae; a single row of cells along the sides of the ring, rows 

| of cells on either side of the ring not meeting at meson, setae 

outside of the ring of cells. 

Hosts. This species is found on almost all of the common 

green house plants. 

Specimens collected at Champaign and Bloomington were studied. 

It is found generally over the state in greenhouses. 
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Locations where Pseudococeus longispinus was collected. 
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Gossyparia ulmi. 

Gossyoaria ulmi, Howard, Insect Life, 2, 1889, 34. 

Gogsyperia ulmi, Sig., An. de la Soc. Ent. Fr. (5) 5, 1875, 21. 

Covering of female.- Insect with scale covering absent; dor- 

sal surface of the body covered with a thin wax-like seretion; 

| oval; margin of insect completely surrounded with a border of 

| white wax-like substance. 

FPemale.- Body color dark orange to light red in living ind- 

| ividuels; ondated: oval, narrower in the posterior than in the 

| anterior Fawion:,; convex, and @.50 to 4.90 mm in diameter; distal 

‘margin of the body with a pair of terminal lobes, elongated, sharp- 

ly rounded at apex, with a long seta at the distal extremities: and 

four shorter setae on the body of the lobes; anal ring cephalad of 

the lobes; with eight long, stiff setae; segmentation of body in- 

distinet; body covered with wax pores with spine-like gland tubes; 
a I I STS 

padult with three pairs of legs; short, slender, and small in 

comparision to the size of the body; tarsi longer than the tibia; 

antennae with six segments, the second the longest, and the fourth 

re ee jjand fifth the shortest; each segment except the sixth with two or 

more setae, sixth segment with eight or ten long setae; a distinct 

(4 protuberance of the body on either side of the antennae. 

| Host. Ulmus americana. 

Specimens collected at Chicago and Bowmanville were studied. 

This species does not commonly occur in Illinois, 
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Parlatoria perigandii. 

perigandii, Comstock, Rep. U.S. Dept. kerl. .§ 1860-81, 327. 

perigandii { Marlatt, Yearbook U.S. Dept. Agri., 1900, 270. 

perigandii, Newstead, Mono. Br. Coceidee, 1, 1900, 143. 

perigendii, Kuwana, Pr. Cal. Ac. Sci. , (3) 3, 1902, 78. 

Scale of Female.- Scale circular to oval, convex, 1.50 to 1.90 

in diameter; dirty-gray; exuvia located near the margin, light 

llow, naked; ventrel svale delicate. 

Female.- Body color light orange $0 yellow in living individuals} 

ircular to oval; pygidium broadly rounded and with three pairs of 

Obes; median pair of labes well developed, proximal ends narrower 

/ han the distal, distinctly notched on mesel and lateral margins, 

nd converging near the apex; second and third pairs of lobes slight-! 

7 smaller than the median pair, proximal ends narrower than the 

stal, and with mesal and lateral margins distinctly notched; fourth 

Sbe rudimentary, produced into a spine-like projection; & paix of 

ectinae between the median peir of lobes; two between the second and) 

hird; three between the third and the fourth pairs of lobes; and 

ave laterad of the fourth vair of lobes; a dorsal seta. on the 
_ 

1% slightly laterad 
lateral base of each lobe; ventral setae on the ventral surface / 

f the dorsal setae on the second,third, and rudimentary fourth 

airs of lobes; four groups of circumgenital pores; anterior laterals 

to nine pores, posterior laterals six to eight; two rows of 

‘rsal pores located on the antericr wart of the vygidium, tubularie 

| hort and wide; a crescent-shaped marginal pore between the median 

pair of lobes, one between the median and second and one between the 

$@¢cond and third pairs of lobes, two between the third and the rud- 

jimentary fourth loves, and two between the fourth lobe and the cep- 
yy 
= 

* 
im fd 
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alic margin of the pygidium; tubuleria of marginal pores located 

cephalo-mesad of their corresponding pores, ducts very short and 

as wide as the lobes; a row of vores extends around the rergin of the 

pygidium cephalo-mesad of the tubuleria of the marginal sehen: oval, 

Malaria short and as wide as the pores. 

Hosts.- Citrus trees. 

a collected dt Mount Rosewood were studied. 

This species is a southern insect and is important in Illinois 

only as @ greenhouse pest. 
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Aulacaspis rosae. 

, Diaspis rosae, Comst., Rept. Usoe Dept. Agri., 1880-81, 512. 

| Diaspis rosae, Smith, Bull. 159, it. Experiment st., 1902, 

Diaspis rosae, Forbes, 22nd Rep. Ins. I1l., 1903, 120. 

Aulacaspis rosae, Newstead, Mono. Br. Coccidae, 1, 1901, 168. 

scale of Female.- Scale circular of nearly so, flat, 2.00 to 

2.80 mm in diameter, white to yellowish color; exuvia eccentric, 

ight yellow, first nymphal skin exposed , second covered. 

_ Female.- Body color muddy orange to dull crimson in living 

. 

ion wider than the broadly rounded posterior portion; pygidium 

out 
| broadly hollowed at its mesal extremity; pygidium with three pairs 

Hl of lobes; median lobes in the hollowed out portion of the pygidium, 

large, mesal margins close together, distinctly serrated, converg- 

ing near the apex, distal margins bluntly rounded, lateral margins 

attached throughout their length to the body; second pair of lobes 

)ineised; mesal lobule larger than the lateral one, distal margins 

of both lobules bluntly rounded; third pair of lobes incised; mesal 

| jj lobule larger than the lateral one, distal margin bluntly rounded; 

ipteral lobule small and pointed; chitinous thickenings wanting; 

| incisions small and inconspicuous; one between the median and second 

|pairs of lobes, one between the second and third, and one laterad 

| of the third lobe; plates large and conspicuous; one between the 

|}median and second pairs of lobes, cne between the second and third, 

one laterad of the third pair of lobes, one one-third and two one- 

}| half the distance to the cephalic margin of the pygidium; dorsal 

setae located on the lateral base of the median lobes, one on the 

|| outer lobule of the second pair of loves, one on the third lobe, 
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one one-fourth and one three-fourths the distance to the cephalic 

margin of the pygidium; ventral setae located on the ventral sur- 

face slightly mesad of their corresponding dorsal ones; five groups 

Wy) Of circumgenital pores; median with sixteen to nineteen orifices, 

anterior laterals twenty-five to thirty-three, posterior laterals 

twenty-six to thirty-six; three rows of dorsal pores; first row 

| wanting; second row located cephalad of the second pair of lobes 

|} with two to four pores in the anterior group, posterior group want- 

| ing; third row PAsatea cephalo-laterad of the third pair of lobes 

| with four or five pores in the anterior group. and four to six in 

|| the posterior group; fourth row located ecephalo-mesad of the last 

| / dorsal seta with four or five pores in the anterior and five to 

| seven in the posterior group_; marginal pores present; one in the 

7 incision between the median and second pair of lobes; two in the 

incision between the second and the third pair of lobes; three rows 

of tubularia; a row for each row of dorsal pores, tubules wide, 

short, situated cephalad of their respective rows of pores; tubules 

|| of the marginal pores wide, short, and situated cephalad of their 

corresponding pores; four small micropores mesad of the second dor- 

sal seta on each side of the meson, tubularia long and slender. 

Hosts.- Blackberry, red raspberry, raspberry, Rosa rugosa, 

Rosa (sp.). 

Specimens collected at Astoria, Chicago, Mount sterling, 

| Onarga,and Texico were studied. 

This species is generally distributed throughout the state, 

but very seldom the infestation becomes bad enough to cause any 

serious damage to the host plants. 
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Chionaspis americana, 

‘americana, Johnson, Entom. News, 7, 1896, 150. 

americana, Bulletin Ill. state Lab. N.H., 4, 1896, 340.) 

americana, Cooley, Special Bull. Mass. Exp. st., 1899, 41. 

americana, King, Can. Entom., 34, 1902, 62. 

scale of Female.- Scale elongate, usually widest near the 

middle portions, convex, heavily armored, snow-white to dirty gray; 

exuvia in the anterior part of the scale, sometimes hidden; ven- 

tral scale white, and usually adheres to bark after insect is re- 

moved. . 

Female.- Body color yellow or light brown in living individ- 

uals; widest slightly caudad of the middle; pygidium broadly 

rounded, with two pairs of lobes; median lobes well developed, mes- 

al mrgins fused, latero-distal margins distinctly notched; second 

pair of lobes smaller then median pair, incised, mesal lobule 

three times as large as the lateral, bluntly rounded at the apex, 

and distinctly notched on the oblique lateral margin; lateral lob- 

ule triangular, and pointed at its distal extremity; a pair of 

elub-shaped- chitinous thickenings between the median pair of lobes, 

& pair of smaller thickenings in the second incision, and another 

in the third incision; a small plate between the median and the 

second pair of lobes; two laterad of the second vair of lobes, 

mesal one simple, teteeel one bifurcated or trifurcated, a pair of 

plates one-half the distance to, and another pair three-fourths 

the distance to the cephalic margin of the pygidium, and a group 

of six or eight plates near the cephalo-lateral margin of the 

pygidium; dorsal setae short, spine-like, and inconspicuous; one 

on each lateral base of the median pair of lobes, one on the lat- 
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jeral margin of the mesal lobule of the second pair of lobes, one 

| cephalo-laterad of the lateral lobule, and one one-half ene dis- 
setae 

|tance to the cephalic margin of the pygidium; the ventral/are on 

[x ventral surface slightly laterad of the corresponding dorsal 

etae:; five groups of circumgenital pores ; median group with 

- to thirty-six pores, anterior laterals nineteen to forty- 
: i 

ve posterior laterals twenty-one to thirty; micropores arranged 

\lin @ semicircle caudsd of the anus; first and second rows of dorsal 
| ft 

|lpores absent; anterior group of third row with four to six pores, 

l|lposterior group with five to nine, located cephalo-laterad of the 

||third pair of plates; fourth row with five to seven in the anterior, 

\jeix to eleven in the posterior group , located near the cephalo- 

|)leteral margin of the pygidium; a group of tubularia for each row 

llot dorsal pores, and locatéd cephalad of the corresponding rows of 

|jpores:; @ small tubuleria cephalo-mesad of each plate with a small 

“Heuvure extending to an orifice at the tip of the plate: an elongated 

-_ pore between the median and second pair of lobes, two lat- 

jerea of the second pair of lobes; a short , wide duct or tubule 

jiextends into the ovygidium cephalo-mesad of each marginal pore. 

Hosts.- Ulmus americana, and Vamperdown elm. 

Specimens collected at Champaign, Chicago, Onarga, and 

 |\Urbena were studied. 

This species i$ generally distributed throughout the state. 

| [x many cases the infestation becomes serious enough to endanger the 

|jaize of the host, this is especially true when newly transplanted 

Hirees are infested. 
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Chionaspis corni. 

ecorni, Cooley, special Bull. Mass. Bxp. Station, 1899, 15. 

corni, King, Can. Entom.,34, 1962, 62, 

corni, Sanders, Ohio state Uni. Bull. (8) 17, 1904, 45. 

Seale of Female.- Scale irregularly horn-shaped, broadest near 

[the posterior portions, convex, 1.50 to 2.10 mm in diameter; del- 

jicate; snowy-white; exuvia located anteriorly and orange to light 

lyelow in color. 

Femple.- Body color light yellow in living individuals; widest 

| i 
i 

| process between the median and second and one between the second and 

|} third pairs of lobes; @ short spine-like plate between the median 

land second pairs of lobes, another between the second and third 

{ 
i 

i 
{| cephalo-lateral margin of the pygidium; a dorsal seta at the later- 

ll al base of the median lobe, one at the lateral base of the mesal 

| lobule of the second pair of lobes, one one-half the distance to 

|| the cephalic margin of the pygidium , and one in the last group of 

| plates; ventral setae located on the ventral surface slightly meso- | 
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jj Cauded of the corresponding dorsal ones; five groups of circungenit- 

: al pores; the median group with fourteen to sixteen vores, anterior 

jlaterals twenty to twenty-eight, posterior laterals ten to eighteen; 

|imicropores arranged in a subtranverse row across the pygidium 

caudad of the anus; the first row and the posterior group of the 

|} Second row of dorsal pores wanting; anterior group of the second 

llrow with five to seven pores located laterad of the anterior later- 

jal group of circumgenital pores; the third row located cephalo- 

mesad of the third plete with four to six pores in the posterior 

and five to eight in the anterior group.; the fourth row located 

cepha lo-mesad of the fourth plate with seven to nine pores in the 

posterior and seven to ten in the anterior group; tubularia with 

wide short ducts located slightly cephalad of their. corresponding 

groups of -pores; an elongated marginal pore between the median and 

the second pairs of lobes; a pair between the second and the third 

pairs of lobes; and a pair slightly laterad of the third pair of 

lobes; tubules of the marginal pores short and wide; plates with a 
- or the 

tubule extending mesad from the orifice in the plate to the mouth — 
° 

-liglend;a series of small tubularia arranged promiscuously around 

the margin of the pygidiun. 

Hosts.- Cornus peniculata, Cornus alteronifolis, and Cornus (sx 

Specimens collected at Chicago and Joliet were studied. 

This species has beer foynd only in the northern part of the 

state. The infestation seems to be wholly local and the pest is 

Near plast 
| not considered as being serious. 
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Chionaspis furfura. 
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1 
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4 |Aspidiotus feriuva, Fiteh, Sra Rep. Ing. N.Y¥.,1856, 352. 

|| Chionaspis furfura, Comst., Rep. U.S. Dept. Agri., 1880, 315. 

| Chionaspis furfura, Cooley, Spec. Bull. Mass. Exp. St., 1899, 23, 

|| Chionaspis furfura, Newstead, Mono. Br. Coccidae, 1, 1902, 186. 

| Scale of Female.- scale elongate, pyriform, flat, thin, 2.00 

lito 2.50 mm in length, snow-white to light yellow; exuvia located in 

anterior portion,. yellowish brown, and covered; ventral scale 

delicate. 

+ Female .- Body color pink to orange in living individuals, elongs 

jate, Peeitorn.; broadest near middle portions; pygidium not broadly 

rounded, and with three pairs of lobes; median pair of lobes well 

developed, short, broadly rounded, mesal margins parallel, and the 

lateral margins entire; second pair of lobes well developed, incised 

jmesal lobule as large as the median hobe, and the oblique lateral | 

margin finely serrated; lateral lobule small and rounded at apex; 

third pair of lobes small, broad, and flat; a single plete between 

| the median and the second pair of lobes, one between the second and 

third pair of lobes, one one-third and one two-thirds the distance 

Ito the cephalic margin of the pygidium; a group of four to seven 

plates on the cephalo-lateral margin of the pygidium; a dorsal seta 

on the lateral base of the median lobes, one on the lateral base of 

||the mesal lobule of the second lobes, one on the third lobes, 

lione one-third the distance to the cephalic margin of the pygidium, 

@nd one in the last group of plates; the ventral setae are on the 

\ventral surface slightly mesad of the corresponding dorsal setae; 

| |ifive groups of circumgenital pores; the median group with seven to 
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|| twelve pores, anterior laterals twelve to sixteen, vosterior lat- 

jj erals sixteen to twenty-three; micropores arranged in a transverse 

|| row cephalad of the anus; first and second rows of dorsal pores 

||wanting; third row with two pores in the posterior and two or three 

| in the anterior grouo; fourth row with four pores in the posterior 

| and one or two in the anterior groups; a group of tubularia located 

cephalad of each group of pores; tubules short and wide; a marginal 

j; pore between the median and the second pair of lobes, two between thé 

1isecond and third pair of lobes, two between the third vair of lobes 

| and the fourth dorsal setae; tubularia wide and short. 

| Hosts .- Apple, Cornus alba siberica, Cornus vaniculata, ibdes 

i (sp.), pear, sorbus quercifolia. 

| Specimens collected at Bloomington, Champaign, Chicago, Mount 

jj Pulaski,and Normal were studied. 

This species is more or less common throughout the state. It 

|jvarely becomes a serious pest because of its many enemies. 
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eae anI® gleditsiae,. 

“Chiomspis gleditsise, Sands.,0h. Sus Una, Bull. (6) 17,1904,46, 

Scale of Female.- Scale horn-shape@, posterior portions wider 

|} than anterior, convex, 1.40 to 2.10 mm in length; white or dark 

| gray, not easily detected on the host; exuvia located anteriorly, 

|| light or dark orange yellow; ventral scale white end delicate. 

Female.- Body color light yellow in living individuals, pygid 

jj jum one or two shades darker; segmentation distinct; widest near 

| posterior portions; pygidium with three pairs of lobes; median lobes 

‘|| large, well developed, longer than wide, mesal margins fused about 

|| one-half of their length, widely divergent at apex, sharply rounded, 

latero-distal margins finely serrated; second pair of lobes well 

|| developed, incised, mesal lobule long and narrow, apex rounded, 

| latero-distal margin finely serrated, lateral lobule small, angular, 

|} ana pointed at the apex; third pair of lobes rudimentary, oroad, 

|| flat, and finely serrated on the margin; a small inconspicuous 

‘|| plate between the median and the second pair of lobes, one between 

j the second and the third pair of lobes, one one-third and another 

}| two-thirds the distance to the cephalic margin of the pygidium; 2 

|i group of three or four olates on the cephalo-lateral margin of the 

-pygidiun; dorsal setae small; one on the lateral base of the median} 

pair of lobes, one on the lateral base of the mesal lobule of the 

second pair of lobes, one on the base of the third lobe, and one 

| two-thirds the distance to the cephalic margin of the pygidium; the 

ll ventral setae on the ventral surface shorter than the dorsal setae 

and located slightly laterad of the corresponding dorsal setae; five 

median group with five to distinct groups of circumgenital pores; 
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| ten pores, anterior laterals twelve to nineteen, posterior laterals 
i , = 

yf etent to fourteen; micropores arranged in a subtranverse row caudo- 

|| laterad of the anus; first and second rows of dorsal pores wanting; 

= pores 
) || third row with three to five /in the anterior and three to six in 

Boe posterior group: located cephalo-mesad of the third pair of 

| || plates; fourth row with one to four in the anterior and three to six 

dq in the posterior group: located caudo-mesad of the group of plates 

|| on the cephalo-lateral margin of the pygidium; a group of tubuleria 

||for each group of pores, tubules short and wide; an elongated mar- 

, gine) pore between the median and the second pair of lobes, one 

Bal batween the second and the third, and one cephalo-laterad of the 

third pair of lobes; tubularia wide and short; a small slender 

tubule extends to the orifice in the tio of each of the vlates. 

Host .- Gled@itsia tricanthos. 

Specimens collected at Bloomington, Quincy, and Urbana were 

studied. 

This species is probably not widely distributed throughout the | 

state and it does not seem to be a serious pest. 
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Chionaspis pinifolie. 

pinifolia, Sig.,Am. Soc. Ent. Fr. , 1876, (5) 6, 604. 

a pinifolia, Comstock, Rep. U.S. Dept. Agri., 1880-81, 318. 

| 4 ; pinifolia, Cooley, Special Bull. Mass.Exp. St., 1899, 30. 

@g _ Scale of Female.- Scale elongated, broadest in the posterior | 

‘region: , convex, 2.90 to 3.80 mm in length; snow-white to dirty 

| gray color; exuvia near the anterior margin, orange red to light 

| brown. 

Female.- ae color light yellow in living individuals, seg- 

: mentation indistinct; pygidium broadly rounded and with three oeirg 

of lobes; median lobes widely separated, mesal margins slightly 

divergent, apices broadly rounded, and margins entire; second and 

third pairs of lcbes incised, mesal lobules much larger than the 

lateral ones, broadly rounded at their apices; lateral lobules 

triangular and small; a small plate between the median and the 

second pairs of lobes; a larger one between the second and the 

third pairs, a large one laterad of the third pair of lobes, one 

one-fourth and one to three one-half the distance to the cephalic 

sercin of the pygidium, and a group of three or four near the 

cephalo-lateral margin of the pygidium; dorsal setae small and in-| 

conspicuous; one on the lateral base of the median pair of lobes, : 

one on the leteral base of the mesal lobule of the second pair of 

lobes, one on the lateral base of the mesal lobule of the third 

pair of lobes, and one between the fifth and sixth groups of 

plates; the ventral setae smaller than the dorsal setae and 

located on the ventrel surface slightly leterad of their corres- 

ponding dorsel ones; five groups of circumgenital pores; median 
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group with seven to twelve pores, anterior leterals twelve to 

| fifteen, posterior laterals twelve to sixteen; micropores arranged 

P, a@ subtransverse row cephalad of the anus; the first row and the 

posterior group of the second row of dorsal pores wanting; the 

| anterior group of the second row with two to four pores located 

|| leterea of the lateral groups of circumgenital vores; the third row 

| with three to five pores in the anterior and four to six in the 

| posterior group ;'fourth row with four to seven in the anterior and 

|) five to eight in the postericr group ; tubulerie wide and short, 

located cephalad of their corresponding groups of pores; marginal 

| pores distinct, srranged singly around the margin of the pygidium, 

|| tubules extending to them wide and short. 

Hosts.- White pine, yellow pine, scotch pine, and jack pine. 

Specimens collected at Champaign, Dundee, and Urbana were 

|| stuaiea. 

This species is found generally distributed over the state. 

The infestation in most cases igs not serious to the life of the host 

| The insect is found only on the leaves of the host plant. 
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pores in the anterior and six to nine in the posterior group 

fourth row cephalo-mesad of the fourth group of plates, anterior 

group with five to seven and the posterior group with seven to 

eleven pores; a group of cireculer dorsal vores immediately laterad | 

of the anterior lateral group of circumgenital vores, with nine 

to twelve openings; a second group with nine to seventeen pores 

between the anterior groups of the third and fourth rows of dorsal 

pores; 4 third group with seven to thirteen pores cephalad of the 

fourth row of dorsal vores; an elongated marginal pore between the 

median and the aoeeud ovair of lobes; two between the second end 

the third pairs of lobes; tubularia of marginal vores wide ané 

short; tubularia of the oval dorsal vores wide and short; tubularia 

of the round dorsal pores long and slender. 

Hosts.- Salix americana and Popalus carolina. 

Specimens collected at Bloomington and Urbana were studied. 

This species has not been found generally distributed over 

the state, fhe infestation in most cases being local and not 

serious enough to endanger the host plant. 
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Chojnaspis salicis~-nigrae. 

| salicis nigrae, Comstock, Rep. U.s. Dept. Agri., 1880, 320. 

salicis, Packard, Sth Rep. U.s. Ent. Comm., 1890, 593, 

| salicis nigrae, Cooley, spec. Bull. Mass. Exp. st. 1899, 19", 

| Scale of Femele.- Scale elongate, pyriform, broadest near the 

|midale, convex; 2.50 to 3.80 mm thong; snowy-white; exuvia near ant- 

| erior portions, light to brownish yellow. 

| Female.- SB8o0dy color light orange in living individuals; elong- 

Dated, broadest posteriorly; pygidium broadly rounded and with three 

‘pairs of lobes; median lobes wide,short, broadly rounded, mesal mar- 

(gins slightly divergent, and both margins entire; second vair of 

Popes subequal to the median pair, ineised, mesal lobule about twice 

fas large as the lateral, margins entire or slightly serrated; the 

third pair may be wanting or rudimentary; a short plate between the 

Légdinn and the second pair of lobes; two between the second and the 

third pairs ‘of lobes; two deuiddetely laterad of the third vair of | 

lobes; two or three one-half the distance to the cephalic margin of 

the pygidium; and a group of five or eight on the cephelo-lateral 

Wmargin of the pygidium; dorsal setae small, one on the lateral base af 

I each pair of lobes, and one one-third the distance to the cephalic 

HW margin; ventral setae slightly longer than the dorsal setse and sit- 

j vated on the ventral surface slightly mesad of the corresponding 

| dorsal setae; five groups of circumgenital pores; median prone wee 

| twelve to eighteen pores, anterior laterals twenty-six to thirty- 

j event, and posterior laterals twenty to thirty; micropores arranged 

jin a transverse row cephalad of the anus; dorgal vores with oval and 

| cireuler openings; first and second row of oval pores absent; third 

| 
i row extends cephalo-mesad of the third pair of lobes, five to seven 
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Diaspis auranticolor. 

Diaspis avranticolor, Ckell., Can. Entom., 31, 1899, 106, 

Seale of Femsle.- Seale circular or oval, slightly convex, 

i 1.30 to 1.80 mm in diameter; dull white to gray; exuvia eccentric, 

;} lemon yellow, first skin naked; ventral scale delicate and adheres 

to the host after insect is removed. 

FPemale.- Body oval; 1.10 to 1.30 mm long and .75 to 1.10 mm 

four vairs of well developed lobes ; median lobes large some- ibd 

what pyramidiel, bluntly aes at apex, both margins distinctly 

notched and ecrenated , Bie rcetins 1 ends meeting but divergent toward 

the “tips so that there is about the width of a lobe between them; 

second pair of lobes duubly incised with three lobules; the mesal 

/one small and rudimentary; second lobule long and narrow, rounded 

at the apex; third lobule about as wide as the second but low and 

about ene-third as long as the second; the third pair of lobes 

broad and low deeply incised, appear saw-tooth-shaped, and the lat- 

ero-distal ends distinctly pointed; fourth vair of lobes doubly 
— 

but not deevly incised, lobules saw-tooth-shaped, low and broad, 

and with their apices pointed meso-caudad; a single vectinae be- 

tween the median and the second pair of loves; a single larger one 

one between the second and the third pairs; one between the third 

7nd the fourth mir; and about twelve long plates on the margin 

laterad of the fourth pair of lobes; a vair of smell setae between 

the median pair of lebes; dorsal setae large and prominent; one 

on the lateral base of the median pair of lobes; one on the lateral 

he second pair of lobes; one eephalo- 
| base of the third lobule of t 

leterad of the lateral base of the second lobule of the third pair 
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of lobes; cne cephalo-laterad of the fourth pair of lobes; one 

one-third and one two-thirds the distance to the cephalic margin 

the pygidium; ventral setae shorter than the dorsal and located 

on the ventral surface slightly cephalo-laterad of their corres- 

ponding dorsal setae; five groups of circumgenital pores; median 

group with nine to fifteen pores, antericr laterals with twenty- 

five to thirty, posterior laterals with sixteen to twenty-five; 

micropores arranged in a subtransverse row cephaled of the anus; 

first and second row of dorsal pores wanting; third row with four 

to five pores in the anterior and five to seven in the posterior 

group , een tea caudo-lajerai of the circumgenital pores; fourth 

row with four to five inthe #aterior and four to six in the post- 

erior group., iocated laterad of the third row; tubularia extend- 

ing to the dorsal vores short and wide; marginal pores arranged 

singly around the margin of the pygidium with tubularia longer than 

those of the dorsal pores and about one-half as wide; tubuleria 

extending to orifices in the vlates small, hair-like, and located 

caudo-mesad of the origin of the plates. ; 

Hosts.- Imported Japanese shrub, probably Osinanthus illicifolig 

Specimens studied were collected at Mount Greenwood. 

Specimen taken from the collection of UCoccidae in the Ill. 

State Laboratory of Natural History. 
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Lepidosaphes ulmi. | 

uytplaspis pomorum, Comst., Rep. U.s. Dept. Agri., 1880-81, 325,| 

ly thlaspis pomorun, Howard, Can. Entom., 26, 1894, 353. 

lly tdlespis Uime, .weckerel|, Pr. AG. N. Sei. Ph., 1899, 275. 

Mytdlaspis pomorum, King and Ckll., Can. HEntom., 33, 1901, 200. 

Lepidosaphes ulmi, senders, Ch. st. Uni. Bull. (8) 17, 1904, 74.) 

seale of Female.- scale elongated, horn-shaped, widens eae 

| iorly, convex, 240 to 3.10 mm in length, shiny black to brown; 

| exuvia in the anterior portion, browvm to brownish yellow; ventral 

scale dirty-white to gray. 

Female.- Body color usually white or yellow, pygidium a few 

| shades darker; pygidium with two pairs of lobes; median lobes large, 

prominent, mesal margins parallel for about one-half the length of 

| the lobe, mesal and lateral margins distinctly notched near the 

| apex; second pair of lobes broader than long, incised, lobules 

broadly rounded at apex, mesal one about three times as large as 

the lateral one; two spine-like plates between the median lobes; : 

two unequal plates between the median and the second pair of lobes; | 

two immediately ih asad of the second pair of lobes; two one-third 

and two two-thirds the distance to the cephalic margin of the 

pygidium; a strongly chitinized marginal pore between the lateral 

base of the median and the mesal base of the second pair of lobes; 

two elongated marginal pores laterad of the second pair of lobes; 

| @ pair cephalo-laterad of the fourth pair of plates; and a pair 

| laterad of the fifth pair of plates; dorsal setae long, prominent, 

i and dark; one on the base of each margin of the median pair of 

| lobes; one immediately laterad of the second pair of lobes; one 

one-hslf the distance between the third and fourth pair of plates; 
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and one one-hslf the distance between the fourth and ?ifth pair of 

jj Plates; ventral setae located on the ventral surface of the pygidium 

|} one near the bage on each margin of the median pair of lobes; one 

|| on the lateral base of the mesal lobule of the second pair of lobes; 

one one-half the distance between the fourth and fifth 

-like plates 
peirs of plates; four or five stiff spine-/ near the cephalic margin 

of the pygidium; five groups of circumgenital pores; median group 

with twelve to eighteen pores; anterior leterals fourteen to twenty- 

three; and posterior laterals sixteen to twenty-eight; four rows of 

dorsal pores; first row absent; second row with fifteen to twenty- 

one small orifices located caudo-mesad of the seeond pair of mar- 

ginal pores; third row with ten to sixteen pores extends caudo-mesad 

of the fourth pair of plates; the fourth row with six to eight pore 

extends. caudo-mesad of the fifth pair of plates; and the fifth 

row with six to eight pores extends mesad from the margin cephalad 

of the fifth pair of plates; tubularia of the marginel pores short, 

as wide as the pores, Me eatenaa caudo-mesad of each pore; four 

distinct rows of tubularia; a row for each row of dorsal pores, tub 

ules located cephalo-mesad of their corresponding rows of dorsal : 

pores; numerous small tubularia arranged promiscusly around the mar 

gin of the pygidium. ; 

Hosts.- Apple, Cornus alba siberica, Cornus paniculata, Cydonid 

japonica, Fraxinus alba, Populus carolina, Rosa rugosa, Rosa (sp.), 

Syringa vulgaris, Syringa (sp.), Symphorecarphus vulgaris, and 

Ulmus americana. 

specimens collected at Arlington Heights, Champaign, Chicago, 

Glenview, Kankakee, Lincoln, Maywood, Peoria, Texico, and Urbana 
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| || were studied. 

This species is found to be generally distributed over the 

state. Very often the degree of infestation becomes so serious 

that the life of the host plant is threatened. 
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Aspidiotus ancylus. 

ancylus, Comstock, Rept. U.S. Dept. Agri.,1880-81, 292. 

ancylus, Cockerell, hee Entom., 26, 1884, 191. 

ancylus, Cockerell, Can. Entom., 27,1885, 261. 

ancylus, Sanders, Ohio Uni. Bull. (8) 17, 1904, 57. 

Secale of Female.- Scale circular or nearly so, convex, 1.00 

|| to 1.50 mm in diameter, body dark grey, periphery light gray; exuvie! 

{ eccentric, covered, brick-red; ventral scale white and delicate. 

Female.- Body reddish yellow in living individuals, oval to 

circular, segmentation indistinct; only median lobes present, well 

| developed, distinctly notched near the middle of the distal margin, 

|| frequently with a small notch near the middle of the caudo-mesal 

jangle of each. lobe,mesal margins distinctly separated and parallel 

for about one-half their length; incision between the median pair 

of lobes small, second incision wide and shallow; third incision 

|; two-third as wide as and equally as deep as the second; mesal mar- 

gins of the medien pair of lobes with chitinous thickenings; a peir 

jin the second and third incisions, the lateral thickening of each 

|ipair about two-thirds as wide as the lateral one; a pair of pectinse| 

between the median pair of lobes; two pectinae in the second incision 

dorsal setae at the lateral base of the median lobes, 2 pair laterad 

iof the second and the third incisions; the ventral setae are on the 

||ventrel surface slightly laterad the corresponding dorsal setae; 

||five groups of circumgenital glend orifices; the median group with 

| zero to six pores; anterior laterals with six to fourteen; and the 

||posterior leterais with five to eight; basal thickenings with the 

antefoir plates wide, short, and located mesad the enterior group 

of circumgeniteal glends; posterior plates wide, long, mesed the 
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posterior circumgenital pores, cephalic ends extending slightly 

laterad between the antericr and the posterior groups of circum- 

genital pores; calli with mesal pletes separate, lateral plates 

subequel in length and width to the median peir: four rows of dor- 

sal pores; first row cephalo-leterad of the median pair of lobes, 

two to four pores; second row cephalo-laterad of the first and con- 

tains eight to ten pores; third row with six to nine pores located 

laterad of the second row; and the fourth row with two or four pore 

located laterad of the third and parallel to the margin of the 

pygidium; four groups of tuoularia; first group situated caudad of 

the anus, ducts short, and extend to the first row off dorsal pores; 

second and third groups with long ducts which extend to the sec- 

ondiend third groups of dorsal pores respectively; and the fourth 

group with long slender tubules extends to the fourth row of dorsal 

pores. 

Hosts.- Apple, Acer (sp.), chestnut oak, Cornus alba siberica, 

Cornus (sp.), Fraxinus alba, Gleditsia tricanthos, Juglans nigrae, 

osage orange, Populus carolina, Ribes flor., Sorbus querquifolie 

Ulmus americana, and Salix americana. 

Specimens collected at Belleville, Bloomington, Champaign, 

Uhicago, Clayton, Galesburg, Joliet, Normal, Quincy, springfield, 

and Urbana were studied. 

This species is found generally distributed throughout the 

state), however, it is not of any great economic importance. This 

species is very often mistaken for Aspidiotus forbesi. The tenden- 

| ey of this inseet. to collect in groups on the host plant is often 

considered as characteristic of the species. 
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Aspidiotus forbesi. 

forbesi, Johnson, Ent. News, 7, 1896, 151. 

forbesi, Bull. Ill. St. Lab. N.H., 4, 1896, 380. 

. forbesi, Forbes, 20 Report Ins, Ill,, 1898, 16. 

forbesi, Felt, Bull. 46, .Y. St. Mus., 1901, 330--34%. 

Teowveei, Sanders, Oh. St. Uni. Bull., (8) 17, 1904, 60. 

scale of female.- Scale circular, convex, dirty gray, a few 

ehaies lighter then Aspidiotus ancylus, delicate, 2.50 to 2.40 mm: 

in diameter; exuvia ecentrel or nearly so, covered with a delicate 

film; ventral scale very delicate. 

Female.- Body colored orange red in living individuals, seg- 

mentation indistinct, pygidium slightly prolonged; pygidium with 

two pairs of lobes; median lobes large, well developed, prominent, 

converging near the apex, rounded, and distinctly notched on their 

latero-distal margins; second pair of lobes one-half to two-thirds 

@s wide as the median lobes, distal margin slightly rounded or 

pointed, oblique lateral margin with two or four distinct motches; 

a pair of club-shaped chitinous processes between the median lobes, 

& pair in the incision between the median and the second pair of 

lobes, the mesal one twice as large as the lateral one, somewhat 

gourdshaped, a third pair in the incision laterad of the second pai 

of lobes, the mesal process distinctly larger than the (ERE Sc 

incision between the median lobes narrow and shallow, incision be- 

tween the median and the second pair of lobes narrow, and an incis- | 

|} ion laterad of the second pair of lobes as long as the median in- 

|} Cision and slightly wider; plates or pectinae wanting between the 

median lobes, a pair of inconspicuous plates in the third incision; 
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pectinae absent; dorsal setae located only at the lateral base of 

the second pair of lobes, one near the third incision, and one near 

the middle of the pygidial margin; ventral setae located on the 

ventral surface slightly mesed their corresponding dorsal setae, 

seta on lateral base of the median lobes present; five grouvs of 

circumgenital pores; median group with one to four pores, anterior 

laterals three to six>, posterior laterals three to five; basal 

||jthickenings present, posterior pair large, long, subparallel to the 

meson, located mesad the posterior lateral group of circumgenital 

pores; anterior pair short, not parallel with the meson and located 

mesad the anterior lateral group of cireumgenital pores; ealli with 

mesal plates fused on the meson forming a low V, lateral plates 

narrower than the mesal, distinctly separated, and perallel with the 

cephalic margin of the pygidium; three rows of dorsal pores; first 

row consists of three or four pores located cephalad of the second 

incision, second row of five to ten located caudad of the third in- 

cision, and the third row of seven to twelve pores located slightly 

_ ||eephalad of the third incision; three distinct groups of tubularia; 

first group located cephalo-laterad of the anus and extend to the 

first row of dorsal pores, second group cephalo-laterad of the first 

and extend to the second row of dorsal pores , and a third group 

lies parallel to and laterad of the second group and extends to the 

‘llthira row of dorsal pores. 

Hosts.- Apple, cherry, Cornus alba siberica, flowering almond, 

osage orange, plum, Prunus pissardi, peach, Ribes (sp), Syringa 

vulgaris, syringa (sp.), Ulmus americana, 
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Specimens from Decatur, Glenview, Joliet, Mount Pulaski, 

Mount peAtiinc, Texico, and aebaas were a oe 

persis. Johnson gave this scale the name) ” Cherry Scale" 

and says that it is one of the most dangerous scale insects of 

Illinois. Even though the species reproduces very rapidly, its pro- 

gress is held in check by its parasitic enemies and the inability of 

the insect to withstand the winters in the northern part of the 

state. However, this insect causes a great deal of damage and it 

should be rated as one of the chief scale pests of this region. It 

is generally distributed from the northern to the southern parts of 

the state; the greatest damage, however, is done by it in the south- 

ern parts. 
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Aspidiotus fernaldi. 

fernaldi, Cockerell, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (7) 2, 1898, 323. 

fernaldi, King, Can. Entom. , 31, 1894, 226. 

fernaldi, Parrot, Can. Hntom.,31,1894, 10. 

fernaldi, Newell, Contr. Ia. Agri. Coll., 3, 1899. 

scale of female.- Scale circular, slightly convex, 1.80 to 

2-10 mm in diameter, dark gray; exuviae orange red, slightly eccen- | 

tric; ventral scale white, delicate, adheres to the host after the 

insect is removed. 

Female.- Body color light yellow in living individuals, oval, 

segmentation indicated «long the margin of the body; pygidium with 

two pairs of well developed lobes; median pair large, inner margins 

not parallel, distal margins not broadly rounded, and the latero- 

distal margin distinctly notched; second pair of lobes triangular, | 

distinctly inclined caudo-mesad, and the oblique latero-distal | 

margin with four or five notches; incision between the median pair | 

of lobes with thickened edges; second and third ineisions with 

pareaphyses-like thickenings, the mesal ones twice as long as and 

slightly wider than the lateral ones; a voair of plates between the | 

median lobes; a bifurcated or trifureated pectinae between the | 

median and the second saa of lobes; @ small, inconspicuous peetinad 

laterad of the second pair of lobes; dorsal setae large, prominent, | 

' @ pair at the lateral base of each lobe, one one-third and one one- |} 

Othe distance to the cephalic margin of the pygidium; ventral setae 

 ghorter than the dorsal setae, located on the ventral surface 

slightly laterad of their corresponding dorsal setae; five groups 

of circumgenital pores; median group with two to seven pores, 

anterior laterals.with eight to fourteen, posterior laterals with 
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five to seven pores; basal thickenings with the anterior pair of 

plates small, located mesad of the anterior lateral group of circum- 

| genital pores; posterior plates wide, long, S-shaped, located mesad 

| of the posterior lateral group of circumgenital pores, and with the 

cephalic end extending laterad between the anterior and the posterior 

| lateral grouvs of pores; calli with median plates fused at meson 

forming a low V; lateral plates thread-like and not parallel with the 

|| cephalic margin of the pygidium; four rows of dorsal pores; first 

row cephalad of the incision between the median and the second pairs | 

of lobes with two to four pores; second row located laterad of the 

first and bephaied of the incision laterad of the second pair of 

| lobes; third row located latero-cephalad of the second; and the fourt 

row latero-cepvhalad of the third; four distinet groups of tubularis; 

first row caudad of the gnus, ducts short, tubules extend to first 

row of dorsal pores; second group located latered of the anus, tub- 

ules long,slender and extend to the second row of dorsal pores and 

the third incision; third row located cephalo-laterad of the second 

tubules long, slender, and extend to the third row of dorsal pores; 

the fourth row cephalad of the third and parallel with the margin 

of the pygidium, tubules long,slender, and extend to the fourth row 

of dorsal pores. 

Hosts.- Acer (sp.), black locust, catalpa, Fraxinus excelsus, 

sorbus, symphorecarphus vulgaris, and Tilia amerigane. 

Specimens studied were collected at Bloomington, Champaign, 

Chicago, and Glenview. 

This species ia more abundant in the northern than in the 

southern part of the state. There is @ tendency to collect in masses 

on the trunk and larger limbs of the host. Scale not a serious pest. 
haa da ie da dee SE RSET 
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Aspidiotus hederae. 

hederae, Maskell, New Zea. Trans., 11, 1878, 197. 

nerii, Comstock, Rep. U.s. Dept, Agri., 1880-81, 501. 

hederae, Newstead, Mono. Br. Gbocidae, 1, 1902, 120. 

hederae, King, Can. Entom., 21, 1899, 225. 

hederae, Sanders, Oh. St. Uni. Bull. (8) 17, 1904, 62. 

Seale of Pomtige: seale oval or irregularly circular, flat, 

1.50 to 2.00 mr in diameter, dirty white to light yellow; exuvia 

light yellow, slightly eecentric, and exposed. 

Female .- Body color light yellow in living individuals, oval; | 

pygidium with three vairs of lobes; median pair elongate, well 

developed, distinctly notched near the distal extremity on both 

mesal and lateral margins; second vair of lobes elongate, well de- 

veloped, distinctly notched near the lateral margin of the avex; 

third pair small and pointed; incisions and chitinous thickenings 

wanting; pectinae extend beyond distal margin of lobes; two dis- 

tinct pectinae between the median lobes; two between the median 

and second pair of lobes; three between the second and third pair 

of lobes; and six laterad of the third pair; three plates laterad 

of the last group of pectinae; dorsal setae located at the lateral | 

base; of each lobe, one one-third and one one-half the distance to 

Bee Bevhalic margin of the pygidium; ventral setae on the ventral 

surface located slightly laterad of their corresponding dorsal 

setae; four groups of circumgenital pores; anterior laterals with 

eight to twelve ovenings; posterior laterals with six to ten; 

basal thickenings present, narrow, generally curving laterad at 

their cephalic ends; calli with four distinct plates, arranged in 
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& subtransverse row across the cephalic portion of the pygidiun, 

parallel with the cephalic margin; dorsal pores arranged in four 

irregular rows or groups; first group consists of three to five 

Openings cephalad of the median lobes;seGond group consists of six | 

or seven pores cephalo-laterad of the first group; third group with 

five to seven pores located parallel to but slightly laterad of 

the second group; and the fourth row of a varying number of openings 

laterad of the third and near the lateral margin of the pygidiun:; 

four groups of tubularia; a group located cephalad of each group 

of dorsal pores; tubules short and wide. 

Hosts.- Citrus trees, and most * . of the common greenhouse 

plants. 

Specimens from Ghampaign, Saybrook, and Tuscola were studied. 

This species is more or less common over the state, but it 

aa found only in « greenhouses, and; therefore,it is confined 

largely to the northern part of the state where the florist in- 

dustry is pursued with greater vigor. 
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Aspidiotus juglans-regiae. 

juglans-regiae, Comstock, Rep. U.S. Dept. Agri., 1880-81,300. 

juglans-regiae, Cockerell, Can. Entom.,26, 1894, 131, 394, 

juglans-regiae, Sanders, Oh. Uni. Bull. (8) 17, 1904, 62. 

Secale of female.- Seale circular, flat, 2.80 to 3.00 mm in 

diameter, reddish to reddish-brown, exuvia slightly eccentric, 

covered with a thin waxy secretion; ventral.scale thin, delicaté, 

film-like, and adheres to the bark after the scale is removed. 

Female.- Body color pale yellow in living individuals, slightly 

Oval, segmentation indicated along body margin; pygidium with three 

pairs of lobes: median lohes well developed, large, broadly round- 

ed, set close together, mesal margins converging at apex, and with 

a distinet notch on the latero-distal margin; second pair of lobes 

about two-thirds as long as and one-half as wide as the median pair 

of lobes, lateral margins oblique with three or four distinct 

notches; third pair of lobes rudimentary, little more than a pushed 

out point in the body margin;a oair of small chitinous thickenings 

petween the inner bases of the median pair of lohes, a pair in the 

margins of each of the incisions, the mesal thickenings of each pai 

are distinctly larger than the lateral ones; a pair of short in- 

conspicuous plates between the median lobes; a pair of pectinae in | 

the secondiincision, the mesal one about two-thirds as wide as 

the lateral one which is distinctly fureated; three or four furecat- 

ed pectinae in the third incision; dorsal setee are large and prom- 

inent,one in the lateral base of each lobe, one 2bout one-third 

and another about two-thirds the distance to the cephalic margin of 

| the pygidium; ventral setae situated on the ventral surface slightly 
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laterad their corresponding dorsal setae; five groups of circumgen- 

it@el pores; median group of zero to ten pores; anterior laterals 

@ight to sixteen; posterior laterals four to eight; calli with 

median plates fused; lateral plates small and parallel with the seus 

haliec margin of the pygidium; basal thickenings with the anterior 

plates small and located laterad the anterior group of circumgenital 

pores; posterior group long, slender, mesed of the posterior group 

of chia pores; five groups of dorsal gland orifi¢es; first 

group let ered of the me@ian lobes, sontaig@s three to five pores; 

second group “‘latered of the second lobes, contains twelve to twenty- 

four pores; thira group laterad of the third lobes contains eighteen 

to twenty pores; fourth group located immediately laterad of eae 

third group contains six to ten openings;and the fifth group is a 

miscellaneous group laterad of the fourth group and near the margin 

of the body; five groups of tubularia; the first group caudad and 

laterad of the anus with short tubules extending to the first incis- 

ion and the first group of dorsal pores; the second group laterad 

the first and caudad of the anus with tubules longer than those of 

the first group extending to second incision and second group of 

| dorsal pores; third group cephalo-laterad of the anus with long slen: 

der tubules which extend to the third group of dorsal pores; fourth 

group cephalo-laterad of the third, tubules short and extend to the 

fourth group of dorsal pores; fifth group laterad of the fourth, 

| tubules short and extend to the fifth group of dorsal pores. 

Hosts.- Juglans nigra, Acer (sp), Papulus carolina, Salix 

einericana, symphorgearphus vulgaris. 

Specimens collected at Bloomington, Bowmanville, Gairo, Chicago 

Glenview, and Morgan Park were studied. 
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This scale was first described by Professor Comstock in 1880. 

It was discovered on English walnut, but since its discovery, it 

has been found on various other host plants. This species is not 

generally distributed throughout Illinois; the heaviest infestation 

is near Chicago and ffom this place the infestation becomes less 

and less toward the south. The species is not of any great econo- 

mie importance in Illinois. 
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Aspidiotus ostraeformis. 

Diaspis ostraeformis, Comst., Rep. U.S. Dept. Agri. 1880-81, 311.) 

Aspidiotus ostraeformis, Newst.,Mono. Br. Coccidae, 1, 99. 

Aspidiotus ostraeformis, San.,Oh. Uni. Bull. (8) 17, 1904, 64. 

Diaspis ostraeformis, Sig., Essai sur le Coc., Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 

mm in diameter; body of scale generally ashy-gray, periphery some- 

what lighter color; exuvia large, dark-brown, slightly eccentric; 

| 
| 

Scale of Female.- scale circular or oval, flat, 1.00 to 1.55 | 

ventral scale white and delicate. 

/ Female.- Body color light yellow in living individuals, circular 

segmentation indistinct; pygidium with two pairs of lobes; median 

‘|| Lobes large, well developed, lateral margins broadly rounded, mesal 

| margins parallel, and latero-distal margins distinctly notched; sec- 

ond pair of lobes as wide as and one-half as long as the median pair 

of lobes, bluntly pointed, and distinctly notched on the oblique 

latero-distal margins; incision between the median lobes with thick- 

ened edges; a pair of paraphyses-like thickenings in the incision 

| between the median and the second pair of lobes, the mesal process 

larger than the lateral; a subequal pair in the incision laterad of 

the second pair of lobes; a pair of short pointed plates in the in- 

cision between the median lobes; a plate and a pectinae between the 

median and the second pair of lobes, the plate lovated mesad of the 

pectinae; two coarsely fureated pectinae laterad of the second pair 

of lobes; dorsal setae large, long, vrominent, situated at the lat- 

eral base of each lobe, one one-half the distance to the cephalic 

margin of the pygidium; ventral setae situated on the ventral sur- 

face slightly laterad their corresponding dorsal ones; five groups 
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| of circumgenital pores; median group with four to eight orifices; 

| anterior laterals with ten to fourteen; posterior laterals with eight 

to twelve; basal thickenings with anterior plates wide, heavy, and 

prominent, situated mesad of the anterior lateral group of circum- 

genital pores; posterior plates long, narrow, and situated mesad of 

the posterior group of circumgeniteal pores; calli with median plates 

at the meson forming an are of -a circle; lateral vlates long, narrow, 

Extending beyond the lateral. extremity of the median plates, and 

parallel with the cephalic margin of the pygidium; four rows of dor- 

sal pores; first row with two or three pores situated cephalad of the 

incision between the median and second pair of lobes; second row with) 

| eight to fourteen pores situated cephalad of the incision laterad of 

the third vair of lobes; third row with six to twelve pores situated 

one-third the distance to the cenhalic margin of the pvygidium; and | 

} the fourth row with four to five pores situated two-thirds the dis- 

tance to the cephalic margin of the pygidium; four groups of tubular- 

ia; first group with short ducts extending to the first row of dorsal 

} pores and the second incision; second group laterad of the first, 

ducts long, extend to the second group of dorsal pores and the third 

incision; third group laterad of the second, tubules of two kinds, 

long, coarse, and short, fine ones, extend to the third group of dor- 
| 

sal pores; and the fourth group lies laterad of the third with two | 

kinds of tubules, and extends to the fourth group of dorsal pores. 

Hosts.- Acer vlanefolis, Fraxinus alba, Ribes (sp.), osage 

Orange, Tilia americana, Tilia europea, and Viburnum opulus sterilis 

Specimens studied were collected at Chicago, Glenview, Maywood, 

and Urbane. 

This species is common around Chicago, and in northern Illinois, 
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Aspidiotus pernicosus. 

pernicosus, Comstock, Report U.S. Dept. Agri., 1886-81, 304. 

pernicosus, Comstock, 2 Rep. Ent. Cormell Uni., 1883, 65. 

| pernicosus, Howard, Can. Entom., 26,1894, 353. 

pernicosus, Felt, Bull. 46, N.Y. St. Mus., 1901, 304. 

Perniecosus, Webster, Bull. 735, Oh. Bxp. St., 1896, 217. 

pernicosus, Sanders, Oh. St. Uni. Bull. (8) 17, 1904, 65. 

scale of female.- Scale circular, slightly convex, 1.10 to 2.00 

mm in diameter, in great part gray or dark gray, with a central 

reddish, covered nipple-shaped exuvia surrounded by a depressed ring. 

ae) The depression surrounding the exuvia is characteristic of this 

species. 

Female.- Body color light orange or yellow in living individual 

circular in outline, segmentation indicated along margin by slight 

indentations; pygidium with two pairs of well developed lobes, med- 

ian lobes large, prominent, broadly rounded, notched at each corner, 

and convergent at the apex; second pair of lobes one-third to one- 

half as wide as and two-thirds as long as the median lobes, located 
2 

edjacent to the median pair, distinctly notched near the middle of 

the oblique distal margin, caudo-mesal angles pointed and converging| 

toward the median lobes; mesal margins of the median lobes with 

club-shaped thickenings; incisions with margins with thickened edges 

lateral thickening one-half to two-thirds the size of the mesal one 3} 

median incision with two plates or pectinae; second incision with 

two pectinae, third incision with three pectinae; a peg-shaped pro- 

jection of the body-wall immediately laterad of the third incision; 

three wide flat extensions of the body-wall one-third the distance 

to the cephalic margin of the pygidium, the caudal one trifurcate, 
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cephalic ones bifurcate; dorsal setae situated at the lateral base of 

Reach lobe, one one-third and one two-thirds the distance to the cepha 

ic margin of the pygidium; ventral setae on the ventral surface locat 

ed slightly leterad the corresponding dorsal setae; anterior and post 

erior basal thickenings of each side fused forming an S-shaped 

process; calli with the transverse median plates fused with the meson; 

lateral plates smaller and narrower than the median plates; circum- 

genital pores wanting; two rows dorsal pores; first row contains 

three to five pores, gecond row two to five; three paired groups of 

tubularia; median group of six tubules located cephalad of the anus 

with ducts feeding to the incision between the median lobes; second 

group laterad of the anus, ducts lead to the second incision and the 

first row of dorsal pores; third group laterad of the second, ducts 

long and lead to the third incision and the second row of dorsal pore 

Hosts.- Apple, canoe birch, Cydonia japonica, Camperdown elm, 

Cornus alba siberica, Cornus (sp.), grape, juneberry, osage orange, 

‘peach, pear, plum, Prunus pissardi, Rosa rugosa, Ribes (spe), 

Rhamnus frangule, Rhamnus (sp.}, mountain ash, sweet cherry, Ulmus 

americana, sumac, Wheatleii elm, and Tilia americana. 

Specimens from Astoria, Belleville, Bloomington, Champaign, 

Chicago, Dalton, Danvers, Decatur, Dix, Glenview, Hopedale, Joliet, 

Kankakee, La Salle, Kell, Moline, Mount Pulaski, Mount sterling, 

Nashville, Nauvoo, Nebo, Normal, Palmyra, Quincy, Roseland, Spring- 

field, Texico, Virginia, Waverly, and Western Springs were studied. 

This species is very destructive to the host plant and is of 

great economic @mportance. The species is generally distributed 

throughout the state, however, it is most serious in the southern 

one-half. 
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Aspidiotus ulmi. 

Aspidiotus ulmi, Johns., Bull. Ill. St. Lab. N.H., 4, 1896,388. 

Aspidiotus ulmi, Sanders, Oh. St. Uni. Bull. (8) 17, 1904, 67. 

Aonidells ulmi,.Leonardi, Gen. e Spec. Diaspiti, Asp., 1900, 10. 

_ Seale of Female.- Scale circular or nearly so, slightly convex, |} 

1.50 to 1.60 mm in diameter, light gray to tan color; tanned only 

when found under ean overhanging fragment of bark; exuvia orange red, 

dirty gray in old specimens, slightly eccentric, covered; ventral 

seale well developed, Bedecswiti 16: adheres to bark after insect has 
insects 

been removed making presence of scale! quite conspicuous. 

Female.- Body color light yellow in living individuals, in very 

old specimens the beGres shades darker, cirecvlar to oval; pygidium 

with two pairs of lobes; median lobes large, well developed, pro- 

minent, about as wide as long, mesal margins parallel for almost the 

entire length of the lobe, lateral margin distinctly notched; sec- 

ond pair of lobes small or rudimentary; incision between the median 

lobes small; second incision laterad the median lobes deep and nar- 

irow; third imcision cephalo-laterad of the sécond, as wide as but 

much more shallow than the second; a pair of small chitinous thick- 

enings in the incision between the median pair of lobes; a pair of 

paraphyses-like thickenings in the second incision, the mesal one 

about three times dis large as the lateral, and balloon-shaped; a 

pair in the third incision, mesal one distinctly curved at its meso- 

cephalic end, and much lonfer and wider than the lateral one; plates 

and pectinae absent between the median pair of lobes; a pair of 

| . meso- 
plates extending faudad of the second ineision; and four pletes 

‘cephalo-leterad of the third incision; dorsal setae large, prominent 
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one at the lateral base of the median lobes, one between the second 

and the third incision, and two laterad of the third incision; the 

ventral setae located on the ventral surface slightly laterad of the 

corresponding dorsal setae, except the one on the median pair of 

lobes; circumgenital pores wanting; basal thickenings with the ant- | 

: ortion 
-erior and posterior plates of each side fused, the caudel / with 

@ distinct arm extending caudo-laterad; calli with median plates 

separate, arranged in a subtransverse row parallel with the cephalic 

margin of the pygidiun; three rows dorsal pores; first row with 

three or four pores located cephalad of the second incision; second 

lwith five to eight pores located cephalad of the third incision; and! 

the third row with four to six pores loceted caudo-mesad of the 

‘fourth dorsal setae; three distinct groups of tubularia; first group 

Situated caudo-mesad of the basal thickenings, tubules long, slendery 

and extend to the first row of dorsal pores;second group laterad of 

the basal thickenings, tubules long, slender, and extent to the sec-| 

6nd. row of dorsal pores; third group cephalo-laterad of the second, 

jtubules long, slender, and extend to the third row of dorsal pores. 

Hosts.- soft maple, catalpa, Ulmus americana. 

Specimens collected at Champaign and Urbana were studied. 

This species was found in Champaign and Urbena near the 

| University campus heavily infesting the trunk of the host. The 

|presence of the scale is made very conspicuous by the presence of 

the white ventral scale which adheres to the bark of the host after 

the insect has been removed. The species is probably not generally 

distributed over the state, and is not of any great deeueate im- 

‘portance. 
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Chrysomphalus obscurus. 

Aspidiotus obscurus, Comst., Rep. U.S. Dept. Ag., 1880, 303. 

Aspidiotus obscurus, Hunter, Kans. Uni. Quarterly, 8, 1899, 7. 

Aspidiotus obscurus, Hunter, “ans. Uni. Quarterly, 9, 19°0,107. 

Chrysomphalus ohgenrns , San., Oh. Uni. Bull. (8) 17, 1904, 72, 

scale of female.- Scale circular, slightly convex, 2.75 to 

5.00 mm in diameter, dark gray in color, exuvia SlLgHeae eccentric, 

nipple-like and surraunded by a rather indistinct ring, ventral 

scale distinct. 

Female.- Body reddish brown in living individuals, 2.50 to 

2.80 mm long, 2.600 to 2.30 mm wide, segmentation of the body in- 

distinct, distinct division between the pygidium and the remainder 

of the body; pygidium with three pairs of well developed lobes; 

median lobes large, broadly rounded at the apex, mesal margins 

fused for ebout two-thirds their length, distal margin with a slight} 

lateral notch; second pair of lobes subequal to the median pair, 

distal margin bluntly pvointed, lateral margin oblique and with four 

or five distinct notches; third pair of lobes as long as but slight- 

ly narrower than the second pair, distal margin oluntly pointed, 

lateral margin oblique with three small indistinet notches; pygidial 

margin with a thickened dentate lobe-like projection laterad of the 

third pair of lobes; pygidium with seven paraphyses on each side; 

two between the median and. the.second pair of lobes, the mesal one 

twice as long as the lateral, three between the second and the thinzd 

/pair of lobes, the lateral and mesal about one-half as long as the 

middle one, and a pair of subequal ones latered of the third pair o 

lobes; a pair of thickened ~~. paraphyses-like prosesses between 

"ER 
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the bases of the median lobes; a single bifurcated or trifurceted 

pectinge petween the median lobes, one between the median and the 

second pair of lobes, two between the second and third pair, and 

two coarsely fureated ones laterad of the third pair of lobes; a 

dorsal seta at the lateral base of the median lobe, one at the base 

of the second lobe, one laterad the third incision, and one near 

the middle of the pygidial margin; ventral setae located on the ven-} 

tral surface laterad of their corresponding dorsal setae; five 

groups of circumgenital pores; median group of three to six orifice 

anterior leterals eight to twelve, posterior laterals five to seven; 

three rows of dorsal pores, anterior group of the first row wanting, 

posterior group consists of four to six orifices, second row con- 

sists of twelve to thirty-four orifices, divided into two groups , 

pores in the posterior group are round and those in the anterior 

group are oval, third row contains four to eight orifices divided in 

to two groups; three paired groups of tucularia, the median group 

with iers ducts which extend to the first group of dorsal pores, 

ducts of the second group are long and extend to the second group 

of dorsal pores and the second incision, and the third group con- 

Sists of about one-half es many tubules as the second, ducts sim- 

filer in form to those in the second group and extend to the third 

group of dorsal pores and ithe third incision; basal thickenings 

indistinct and in two groups; calli with median plates long, 

straight, and transverse, lateral plates sinuate, subequal in 

length to the median and oblique to them. 

Hosts.- Chestnut oak, hickory, white oak, black oak, oak (sp.) 
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Specimens from Macomb, Millstadt, Normal, Riehl, Starved 

Rock, and Texico were studied. 

This species is found generally throughout the state and 

occurs abundantly in the forests. It does not appear to do a 

great deal of damage or even to seriously retard the growth of the 

host plant. 
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Explanation of Plate No. 1. (Aspidiotus 

ee ee anus. 
eR ET. < EOER tet basal thickenings. 
pee ee ee a ealli. 
Be, Jo Pee ee ereoea circumgenital vores. 
Be as ree ea lc dorsal pores. 
Gaeta ae eae incisions. 
Dice oe ete ees ee lobes. 
8----------+-<= marginal pore. 
ee er apne Be median lobe. 

10 ss cee oe median incision. 
1) «6 se ee paraphyses. 
1h ee 2 a pvectinae. 
he ee ae seta. 
14. cee eee ee tubularia. 
ae vagina. 
P62 ee ee spiracle. 
oh eee ee ee mouth-parts. 

sp.) 
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Explanation of Plate No. 2, (| Chionaspis sp.) 

Des a ae rudimentary antenna. 
ee Se ee parastigmatiec pores. 
Pritt eee Se spiracle. 

Se ee rostrum. 
Poe eee EES Pas mouth-parts. 
ee circumgenital pores. 
/ ee ee dorsal pores. 
8-------------- vagina. 
9~------------- anus. 

10262 Se ae eee micropores. 
pi ee ae tubularia of dorsal pores. 
iG icp ee ted ee dorsal pores. 
Be ks et ait me ce seta. 
eee eee eae chitinous thickenings 
Vibes Ss Se eee ee a plate. 
hint e2reeeree wae plate. 
5h, Re ae ee median lobe. 
LGatii so we ee oe median incision. 
1, eee eae tubularia of the micropores. 
00 =.= eee tubularia. 
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